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Introduction

What this book is for

How to use it

Essentials for good building
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WHATTHIS IBOOKIS FOR I
The Project Implementation Manual is in 2 volumes. This is Volume 2. It I
should help you understand and answer many of the technical questions
you may have during your project

Building does not have to be a mystery It is not difficult to understand the
theory of building - to know what is important and why I
Howevei; the information in Volume 2 is ONLYA GUIDE.

It will fbi: make you building experts. Building is a highly skilled job which
takes years of practice to get righi.

You have a qualified Supervisor, and experienced Foreman and skilled
labourers working on your project. They are your experts.

HOWTOUSEVOLUME2 I
Each chapter deals with one stage of construction, from clearing the site, to
painting the finished building It also includes chapters on rehabilitation, I
roads, wells and VIP’s.

Use this book to: I
-help you understand what the L7uiL~ersare doing and why. I
-check for yourselves that the ~‘uilders are doing things right.

-ask the L7uilders and Supervisor c~uestiorisabout what they are
doing, so that they know you are going to make sure things are
done right.

Some skilled labourers may be building in a certain way simply because they I
have not been told there are better ways. Watch what they are doing.
Compare it to what is in this book Discuss the dilTërent methods with your
Supervisor, Foreman, Regional Officer, Buildings Officer and skilled labour.

Work together to make the best buildings I
possible.

I
I
I
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ESSENTIALS FOR GOOD BUILDING

3

There are 7 things that you definitely need if your construction
is going to be successful.

1. SupervIsor:

2. Materials:

3. Plans:

4. Money:

5. Time:

6. Labour:

7. Committee:

you must have one He must be qualified and
experienced and he must visit your site regularly,
if he is not resident

your materials must be good quality and be at
the site when they are needed. They must be
stored properly and securely

you must have a full set of plans for all your
buildings and make sure they are followed
closely

you must manage your finances so that you
always have money available to buy materials
and pay your labour, or else building will be
delayed

you must meet the time schedules specified by
MPU

the labour you employ must be highly skilled
and enthusiastic

the Committee is there to manage the project
You should have at least one person with
technical knowledge who can judge how well
things are going. If you use this book properly,
most of the committee should be able to
understand what is going on

Above all else, PAY ATTENTION TO DETAILS and your building will last a
long time.

There are often alternative ways of doing things Ifyou read this book
carefully you will be able to discuss these alternatives with your Supervisor
and choose the methods most appropriate for your project
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Exercise

5

To assess existing buildings in your area

To become familiar with common problems
in building
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THE PURPOSE OF THE EXERCISE . I
This exercise is intended to give you some idea of the importance of the
topics that we will discuss in this book.

-Take this TrouHe-Shooters Checklist and go around L~uildingsin I
your project area.

-Look at each of the main areas and see If you can spot any of the
proL’lems mentioned.

-If you do find some of these proHems. the checklist tells you what
might have caused them and what should have L7een done to pre- I
vent them.

As you read the rest of this book, remember what you have seen in your I
existing buildings

Take care not to let the same problems occur in your new I
buildings.

I

THE TROUBLE-SHOOTERS CHECKLIST

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

AREA PROBLEMS

SLAB small cracks

CAUSES SOLUTIONS

concrete shrinking
as it cures

stress

keep concrete damp
as it cures

large cracks

more care with
compacting the
hardcore base

no reinforcement
in the slab

use reinforcement

poorconcrete mix take care with
quantities and mixing,
slab should be 1:2:4
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AREA

LINTOLS

PROBLEMS

does it sag or have cracks
in it, or are there diagonal
cracks from the corners
of doors and windows

CAUSES

no reinforcement

SOLUTIONS

use rebar in lintels

poor mix take care with
quantities and mixing,
lintels should be 1:2:4

large stones in mix largest stones should
be 25mm across

WALLS are there large cracks
in the wall

possible subsidence
due to weak foundations

foundations needed
to be deeper or
strengthened

is the mortar thickness
very uneven

careless brick-laying more care needed

bricks are different
sizes

all bricks must be the
same size

are there cracks in the
bricks or blocks

poor quality bricks
or blocks

more care needed
to make good bricks
or blocks

ROOF have termites
attacked the timber

untreated timber all timber must be
treated

has the timber
twisted

they used wet timber,
which twists as it dries

ensure your timber
is completely dried

are the trusses
bent and sagging

poor carpentry ensure you use
skilled carpenters

TERMITES are there lots of termite
trails on the building

no termite poison put poison in slab
and foundation

no termite guards build termite guards
into your building

PLASTER are there small cracks
in the plaster

plaster shrinks as
it cures

allow plaster to dry
properly

are there large holes
or cracks in the plaster
or is it loose

poor mix take care with
quantities, materials
and mix
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KEY POINTS

• reniember the proL’lems you have seen

• do not let the same proHems occur in your new Fiuildings
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Plans

The purpose of plans

How plans are drawn

Using plans
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INTRODUCTION

The building plans should contain all the information you need to construct
each building - measurements, construction notes and special materials.

Take time to understand these plans. Askyour Supervisor to help you. It is the
only way to check what the builders are doing.

HOW THE BUILDING IS DRAWN

Building plans are drawn in a special way, giving as much information as I
possible in a limited space.

Each drawing on a plan has a different name. The main ones are.

1) The FRONT ELEVATION I
What you would see if you looked straight at the front of the building There
might also be a BACK (or REAR) ELE’JATION I
2) The SIDE ELEVATION
What you would see if you looked straight at the side of the building There
might be a LEFT SIDE ELEVATION and a RIGHT SIDE ELEVATION.

3) The ROOF PLAN
What you would see if you looked down from the sky directly on top of the
building. It is often drawn without the roof sheets shown.

4) The FLOOR PLAN
Looking down from the sky on top of the building BEFORE the roof is fitted.

5) The FOUNDATION PLAN
Looking down from the sky on top of the building BEFORE the slab is laid. I
6) SECTIONS
Imagine that you have cut the building in two. The section is what you
would see if you looked straight at one cut piece There may be several
sections.

7) DETAILS
These are small areas of the building and are drawn larger to give more
information about how they are (:onstructed I

I
I
I



EXAMPLE

Look at this building.

Plans

A simplified planfor this building is shownbelow.A properplanwould includemuch
moreinformation,but try to understandthis onefirst. Thencompareit to theplansMPU
sentyou for yourbuildings.

11

Can you see that the measurements are given on different elevations. It will
be the same with your building plans. Ifyou cannot find a measurement on
one elevation, look for it on other elevations. Everything should have a
measurement somewhere on the plan.
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SECTIONS 1
Sections are necessary to be able to see details 01: things that would be
hidden in the other views.

There may be several sections on your plans. Each section will have its own I
name, such as Section ~AASection BB and so on. Look for a line in one of
the elevations that has an ~A”at each end. This is where Section ,M came
from I

I
Look at the example
again. Do you see how
the section was drawn?
Imagine the building
being cut in two along
the line with an ~A”at
each end I

I
1

Do you see how this looks like the view called Section M? If not, get the I
Supervisor to help you.

Do you see why the section is impo~ant?Without it you would not know I
how deep the foundations are, or be able to see details of the floor The
section gives us information that no other elevations can I
Take time to understand about sections There will be sections on all your
plans and there are also some used in this book. I

I
I
I
I
I
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HOW YOU SHOULD USE PLANS

Your Supervisor and Foreman will be using the plans all the time to construct
the building properly You should use the plans to check:-

(1) SHAPE: is the building going to be the nght shape?

(2) SIZE: all the dimensions are on the plans.

(3) MATERIALS: the plans will often say what type of matenals should
be used.

(4) METHODS: the plans also give written notes on construction of
certain things.

TECHNICAL TERMS ~
1 L ....~ h I ~I~]U.4. ~ ~ ..

The plans will include technical terms. Look up the Glossary to find out what
these terms mean.
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Tools

Importance of tools

Tools you will need

Care of tools
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THE IMPORTANCE OF TOOLS

It is very difficult to produce good quality work using bad tools. I
Many people judge a skilled worker by the tools he uses A good craftsman
will usually have his own tools, which he has kept in good condition over
many years He will only use a tool for thejob it was intended to do

If the craftsman has kept his tools carefully, there is a good chance he will
also build carefully.

On the other hand if he has few tools and they are damaged or broken, he
may well produce bad work

TOOES YOU WILL NEED

The main tools you will require for your project are listed below Ifyou have I
some of these, make sure they are in good condition.

MPU will usually include some of these in your project budgetS I
iron buckets
shovels with metal handles
picks
building trowels
building lines
large paint brushes
small paint brushes
claw hammers
glass cutters
pointing trowels I
metal float
wooden floats
spirit levels I
measuring tapes
wheelbarrows
building square I
outside corner
inside corner
large and small wood saws
iump hammer
hacksaw and blades
pit saw (optional)

I
I
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CARE OF TOOLS

-Store your tools carefully.

-Ensure they are cleaned at the end of each day ~y the people
using them.

-Keep them sharp where necessary.

Your tools should last long after your project is completed and be available
for maintenance in the future.

The Maintenance Committee should be made responsible for the proper
care of all tools once the project is complete.

KEY POINTS

• keep tools sharp
• oil tools throroughly b’efore storing them
• you can judge a worker L7y his tools

J
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Brick-Making
~II~ ~

Choosing the right soil
Moulding the bricks
Firing the bricks
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INTRODUCTION

Your building will only last if you use good materials If you are building with
burnt bricks, they must be very good quality.

You have probably made burnt bricks before. But there may be better ways
of making them. People are always improving how things are done

This chapter descnbes one method of making bricks, which is being used all
over the world and will produce the best bricks.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT SOIL FOR
YOUR BRICKS:

The best soil contains 2 parts clay and I part sand. Do not use soil
containing large amounts of sand or silt.

Test the quality of the soil for bnck-making in the following way:

1. collect a small amount of soil
from the area where you
are going to dig.

2. crush the soil and remove
any stones,

3. add water slowly to the soil until it can E~emoulded into shapes
in your hand.
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4. If it keeps falling apart, the soil contains too much sand or silt.
Look for another site.

5. if the soil can L’e moulded easily, make a E~all
the size of a guinea fowl egg. Leave it in
the sun to dry.

6. if the soil keeps its shape well and does not crack l7adly, then it
will make good L7ricks.

7. if the L’aIl keeps Its shape, t7ut ~‘ecomesvery hard or has wide
cracks, then it does not contain enough sand.

8. Add sand to the soil and make more test b’alls until you have
good, staE7le 1’alls.

9. if the 1’all goes out of shape or crumHes easily when dry, then it
contains too much sand or silt and will not make good l~’ricks.
Look for another place to get your soil.

10. Make and L7urn about 50 E7ricks L’efore starting a large numl7er.
If these E,urn without twisting and cracking excessively then it
is safe to continue. If not, look for other soil.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT SITE FOR YOUR KILN:

-Mould the L7ricks as close to the b’uilding site as possiHe.

-The site should L~eflat and cleared of plants, grass, leaves, etc.

-build the kiln close to where the in-icks are E’eing moulded. This will
reduce L~reakagesof the dried E’ricks.

-The site for the kiln should 17e flat and level.
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PREPARING THE SOIL:

-Cut and lift the soil in small
o~,uantities.

-Remove all stones, roots, leaves, etc.

-If you need to add sand to the soil,
add it at this stage.

-Add water to the soil and tread the
mkture with your feet to make mud.
Treading will give a L~ettermixture
than using shovels, hoes, etc.

-Cover this mixture with grass, banana leaves, etc. and leave it for
3 - 5 days. The mud is ready for moulding when it has a heavy,
sticky feel. I

I
I
I
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MOULDING THE BRICKS:

-it is much easier to make good c~ualitysmall b’ricks than large
L,rlcks.

-You must use the same size of brick throughout the 1~uilding.
MAKE SURE ALL THE M0ULDS ARE THE SAME SIZE.

-Po not use twisted moulds.

-MPU i7ase their quantities on a L~rickof 190mm long x 90mm wide
x 90mm high.

-The mould for the I~ricksshould b’e aL~out12mm larger all round
than the final size rectuired for the L~rick.This allows the mud to
shrink as it dries.

-If you nail a strip of metal around the
edge of the mould it will h~emuch
stronger.

-Make the bottom of the
mould from a piece of wood
slightly smaller than the
mould. This is used to push
out the L~rickafter moulding.

-Make a cutting tool L~ytwisting a
piece of thin wire between the prongs
of a stick. The length of wire must E’e
greater than the width of the mould.
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-Leave the mould soaking in
water for one or two days
E’efore using it to stop the
mud sticking to the mould.

-Sprinkle the Inside of the mould with fine sand. This will also re-
duce sticking. Sprinkle the mould with more sand every time the
brIcks E~ecomedifficult to remove.

-Ensure the mud fi~all the corners of the
mould. This is L7est done 17y rolling a lump of
mud slightly larger than the mould and
throwing it into the mould with some force.

-Cut the excess mud away using
the cutting tool.

-Carry the mould to the drying area and push the brick out using
the smaller piece of wood. This will reduce twisting of the brick as
it leaves the mould.

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
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-If your moulds do not have this sliding b’ottom, try to knock the
brick out in one go. P0 NOT knock one end of the mould, then the
other. This will twist the I~rick.

-Make sure the people moulding the bricks have spare moulds to
work with so they do not have to wait for the mould to E’e brought
~‘ack.



-Leave them in the sun for one day, or unt~iIthey E’ecome hard.

-Turn the bricks on their edge and leave them for another 7-10
days.

-If you are running out of
room, stack the bricks neatly
as in the illustration after
they have dried for a day or
two.

26 Project Implementation Manual

DRYINGTHE BRICKS: I

-Never just pile bricks in a heap.

-Lay the the bricks on the ground as shown in the illustration.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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-Ensure the bricks are completely protected from rain when drying.

-Po not move the bricks until they are completely dry.
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I
I~~_
I
I
I
I

PREPARING THE KILN:

It is important to stack the bricks in the kiln correctly The best method is
shown in the illustration.

THE IMPORTANT MEA’!?EMENTS ARE THAT:

-there should be a gap of 1/2” to 3/4” between each of the bricks
to allow the hot air to reach each brick,

-only the top layer of bricks should be tightly packed to form a
roof,

-the stack of bricks should be 7 feet from front to back,

-the stack of bricks should be 6 feet tall,

-the width of the fire tunnels should equal the length of 2 bricks,

-the thickness of the wall between the 2 fire tunnels should equal
the length of 3 bricks.

ROOF T-~TL-~

i”- ~‘&/P

1•T..) ~

I (~
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If the kiln is made larger than these measurements then the extra bricks will
not get enough heat to burn properly

The walls of the kiln should be covered with a sealing layer at least 3-4”
thick

DO NOT plaster the roof of the kiln at this stage 1
DOING IT THIS WAY ENSURES THAT:

-the stack of bricks will be strong and stable,

-the stack will not collapse as the firing takes place,

-less firewood will be needed,

-in the end, most of the bricks will be useable.

WOOD FORTHE KILN:

You will need about I ton or 3m3 of firewood for every 1000 bricks you are

going to make.

mel re

Look at the illustration.

%000 ~RtC~(S

3

Stack the wood in this way
It is a good way of knowing how much
wood you have collected
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FIRING THE BRICKS:

There are 4 stages to making good bricks.

(1) DRYING OUT EXCESS MOISTURE

This is done before the roof of the kiln is plastered

-put logs of wood into the fire tunnels from both ends until the
tunnels are half-full.

-decide which end of the tunnel is
most sheltered from the wind and
start the fire at that end. Po not
let the fire burn too strongly at
this stage. The object is only to
dry out any moisture from the
bricks.

-there is no more moisture in the bricks when steam stops coming
from the top of the kiln.

-now plaster the roof with mud. Leave
one ventilation hole above each fire
tunnel, to allow the air to circulate.
The size of each hole should eoLual the
size of 4 brIcks, plus the 1/2” - 3/4”
gap around them.
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(2) MAKING THE BRICKS STRONG

-add more wood to make the fire burn
strongly.

-keep the fire burning strongly for 4-5
days.

-never let the fire die down, day or I
night.

If the wind does not change direction I
while you fire your bricks, you should
burn only one end of the kiln at a time.
Block the other end and let the fire burn
for 2 days Then block the end where you
have the fire Unblock the other end and I
light a fire there Let it burn for another 2
days Repeat this process as often as
necessary until the firing is complete I

I
Test the bricks before deciding that the firing is complete

After the fire has burned for 4-5 days, scrape away some plaster from the I
middle of one side of the kiln. Take out 2 or 3 bricks and test them

I
-If firing is com-
plete the bricks will
be difficult to
break and should
make a metallic I
sound when tapped
together. I

I
I

I

(3) TESTING THE BRICKS
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If the bricks break easily or make a dull sound when tapped together, replace

the plaster and continue flnng for another day or two. Repeat the test.

Do not overburn the bncks. Overbumnt bricks are brittle and weak.

(4) COOLING THE KILN

When finng is complete, let the bricks cool slowly Slower cooling makes

stronger bricks.
-Seal the kiln. Close all openings, including the ventilation holes.

-leave the kiln to cool for 10-14 days.

CHECK!NG YOUR RESULTS:

Open the kiln and check the bncks.

-you should be able to use 85 or 90 out of every 100 bricks.

-If you cannot, try to improve with your next kiln.

Do not throw away bad bricks. Use them for:

- making the base of the next kiln,

- packing when making the floor of buildings or paths.
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I

KEY POINTS

• it Is easier to make good cjuality small bricks than Iar~e
bricks

• test the soil you intend to use

• ensure ALL your moulds are the same size and not twisted

• make sure the mud completely fills the mould

• NEVER pile burnt bricks in a heap

• ensure your kiln is stacked to produce the greatest number of
well burnt bricks

• do not underestimate how much wood you need. Make sure
It Is ALL at the kiln before firing.

• test your bricks to make sure they are well burnt
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INTRODUCTION

Cement is mixed with sand, stones and water to make concrete

Cement is mixed with sand and water to make mortar and plaster

The strength of the concrete, mortar or plaster depends on

- the type of materials used in the mix,
- the oLuantities of each material in the mix,
- how well the materials are mixed.

This chapter will tell you how to choose the best materials and how to make
the various mixes.

MIXES

I
II

I
1

Look at the table It tells you, 1
the names of the different mixes you will be using,
where each mix is used.
a GUIPE to what ratios the materials should be mixed in,
i.e. what volume of sand should be mixed with what
volume of cement, etc.

MIXES

Name of Mix Where
Used

Materials

Mass Concrete Foundation

Cement Sand Stones

I part 2 parts 4 parts
smallest 05cm
largest 6cm

Reinforced
Concrete

Floor Slabs
Lintels

1 part 2 parts 4 parts
smallest 05cm
largest 2.5cm

Screed Floor 1 part 4 parts none

Mortar Bricks I part 4 parts none

Plaster Walls I part 4 parts none

GUIDE TO
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Each mix contains cement, sand
and sometimes stones

(1) Cement
LEti~Po~c,O

~~JC L tU

Only buy fresh
cement. If itis lumpy,
do not buy it or use
it.

Cement is very easily spoiled, so it
is very important to store it prop-
erly. Read volume I, chapter 13 for
details of storage.

The strength of any mix comes from a chemical reaction between the ce-
ment and the water. Sand and stones are added simply to increase the
volume of the mix, but too much sand or too many stones will weaken the
mix.

(2) Sand

Sand is used in all mixes There are different types of sand

-sand wi ‘ is quite smooth and
fine, a bit like rollermeal This is usu-
ally called BUILDING SAND or P1~
SAND

-sand which is quite rough, a bit
like coarse salt, and is called RIVER
SAND.

5PJ\J 0

~~t’JER~ 5P~J.JD
Rough sand makes the strongest mix. Use it
wherever possible, but definitely in

- concrete

SU1LOl1~J~

floor screed.
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Fine sand is more commonly available. It makes a weaker mix, but the mix is
easier to work with Extra cement should be added to the mix to make it
stronger Fine sand can be used in.

- mortar
- plaster.

Do not use sand which

-contains too much silt or clay,

-or is dirty, I
Both these weaken the cement I
You can test for silt using the following SILT TEST:

-Get a 1/2kg jam jar. Put 5 cm of the sand to be tested in the
bottom of the jar.

I
-In another container mix up

one teaspoon of salt in 1/2 a
litre of water.

-Pour t.he I
salt water into
the jar con-
taining the
sand until the
water covers I
the sand by
about 2.5 cm.

L~ER
-Cover the o~SIL.Y I

jar and shake it well. Leave it to stand
for 3 hours until the contents have I
settled. I

I
I
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-You should see a layer of silt on top of the sand. If this layer is
less than 3mm thIck, then the sand should be acceptable to use. If
the layer is more than 3mm thick, it contains too much silt.

A quick test for dirt is simply to pick up a handful of sand from the proposed
digging site and rub your hands together If they become very dirty then the
sand is probably too dirty to use without washing it

(3) Stones

Stones must be broken down to the right sizes, although you may be able to
find gravel in river beds for the smaller stones

The stones must be strong. If they crumble or crush
easily do not use them Concrete will only be as
strong as the stones used

The stones must be clean Sieve the dust from the
broken stones and wash them if they are dirty Dust
and dirt in the stones will make weak concrete.

Round stones will make much stronger concrete
than flat stones Throw away any pieces that turn
out flat when the stones are being broken.

The strongest mix will contain a good mixture of small, medium and large
particles, since the smaller particles fill in the gaps between the large ones
This is achieved
by GRADING.

Grading is done
by shovelling
the sand and
stones through
a mesh held on
a wooden
frame - very like
a large, flat
sieve.

GRADING



At least two different sized meshes should be used. One to exclude every-
thing larger than the maximum size, one to exclude everything smaller than
the minimum size.

MIXING THE MATERIALS
The cement must be mixed with the other materials - the sand, stones and

water - PROPERLY and in THE RIGHT QUANTITIES.

(1) Quantities

The mix will be weak if it contains too much sand or too many stones or too
much water or too little cement. If too much cement is used, the mix will be
hard to work with and expensive

The quantity of each matenal is called a PART.

Let’s sayyou are making concrete For concrete, MPU plans say that you
should use a 1.2:4 mix. This means it is made up of I

1 ~g cement + 2 parts sand + 4 parts stone

It might consist of.

I bucket of cement + 2 buckets of sand + 4 buckets of stone.

I tin of cement + 2 tins of sand + 4 tins of stones

E÷EE~EEEfl
Do you see the important thing here?

Whatever container is used to measure the “parts”, it must be the same
CONTAiNER and VOLUME for each material.

38 Project Implementation Manual
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However most builders would mix

1 POCKET of cement+2 WHEELBARROWS of sand+4 WHEELBARROWS of
stones

because they assume that 1 wheelbarrow will hold I pocket of cement.
However most wheelbarrows will hold more than a pocket, so measuring
this way will mean the quantities are not right

Ifyour labourers insist on using wheelbarrows to measure, you must make
sure they follow these steps first

Put a full pocket of cement in the wheelbarrow.

Level it and mark all sides of the wheelbarrow.

from the wheelbarrow. The load must be level when measuring.

However, you must remember to keep a close eye on the labourers It is easy
for them to be lazy and go back to the old way if no-one is watching them

IMPORTANT

Never use an unmarked wheelbarrow for measuring

(2) Mixing

How the materials are mixed and how much water is added will determine
the strength of the concrete and how easy it is to use.

- From then on these marks must be used when measuring
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IMPORTANT II

~vsee You should already have made a concrete slab or basin for mixing on. (Read
page 65 Page 65) Never allow the labourers to mix on bare ground.

The best method of mixing is the THREE TIMES DRY - THREE TIMES WET I
method.

Three limes Dry I
-The measured amounts of

CEMEIVT stones, sand and cement (in
that order) are put in a pile

at one end of the mixing slab. I

-Two mc~iiwith shovels should
stand facing each other over
the pile and turn the whole
heap over to form another

pile at the other end of the
slab.

SAt’JD

STOPJE5

N
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

-The mbct~urebeing added should run down the sides of the heap.

-This is repeated 2 more times.

This mixture is called the DRY-MIX The dry-mix should be uniform in colour if
it has been done correctly

I
I
I
I
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IMPORTANT

Never let the labourers add water before the dry ingredients are properly
mixed.

Three limes Wet

-The heap of dry-mix is formed Into a hollow ring. There should be

no mi~ureleft in the centre.

-Some water Is poured into the
hollow ring.

-The dry-mix is pushed into the
water, spreading it out. No water
should escape through the ring.

-When all the dry-mix has been
heaped in the centre of the slab it will
have absorbed all the water.

-The heap is turned over, as with the
dry mix.

-This sequence is repeated two more
times, adding a little water each time

The labourers must add only enough
water to make the mixJust soft
enough to work with.

The prepared mix should be covered with cement bags to stop it drying out
too quickly

IMPORTANT

Many labourers make the mix too wet because it is much easier to work
with This is WRONG and the Supen~.isormust not tolerate it

The Supen.isor and Foreman must watch the first batches of concrete,
mortar and plaster being prepared, to make sure the labourers know how to
do it properly.

The labourers must never prepare more mix than can be used in 30 minutes,
since the mix will begin to set after that time.

I .~. ..•...•.~. :::

-,



CONCRETE

MASS CONCRETE:
This is used in the foundation It can have quite large stones in it - up to a
maximumsize of 6cm

REINFORCED CONCRETE:
This is used for the floor slab and lintels Reinforced concrete has smaller
stones in it - up to a maximum size of 2.5cm Metal bars or mesh are put into
reinforced concrete to give it strength

N
I
I

6cm r\~.xInLW\ FOR.
t’\~s Cowc. RE1E
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Concrete is a mix ofwater, cement, sand and stones

—I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
U

Your buildings will need 2 types of concrete:

OF STONE5

2.5cm ~\k~.%P\W~ FOR,

R~INFORCEO Coi~~cRETE

~‘-see
page 35 Rememberyou should use river sand in concrete (see page 35).

I
I
I
I
I
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POURING AND COMPACTING

-Concrete should be ~,uitestiff if it has been well made.

-Concrete should always be poured in layers. No layer should be
thicker than 100mm.

-Each layer must be compacted with a TAMPER to get rid of any
air in the concrete. This makes it stronger. A tamper is simply a
hea~j weight on a long stick.

CURING CONCRETE

Concrete sets hard because the cement and the water are slowly reacting
together This hardening process is called CURING.

Concrete must be allowed to cure fully before any more work is carried out
on it.

Concrete must be kept wet until it is fully cured If the concrete dries out too
quickly.

-the hardening process will stop and the concrete will be weak,

-the concrete will dry too c~uicklyand crack.
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Cover the concrete with suitable matenals, such as grass, empty cement
bags or sand as soon as the surface is firm

This covering must be watered DAYAND NIGHT to stop
it drying out.

MORTAR AND PLASTER

Mortar is a mixture of water, cement and sand. It is used to fix bricks firmly in
place.

::~• ~
I.~..

‘a

. . . _______________......‘——-~“--

-.., .

Mortar is also used to cover walls to give them a smooth, waterproof sur-
face In this case it is called PLASTER
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IMPORTANT

the sand used for plaster must be clean. Wash it if necessary

Good mortar should:

-be easy to use,

-harden q,uickly, so it does not cause delays In building,

-be strong, long lasting and weatherproof.

The experience of the builders is essential in finding the best mix, but as a
guide, a typical mix for mortar will be about:

1 part cement + 4 parts sand

, I- ~ +
I.

Experienced labourers will often replace up to 1/3 of the cement with lime
to make a more workable mix. This also helps plaster stick better to the walls.

IMPORTANT

The labourers should use only enough water to be able to work with the
mortar. Too much water will weaken the bond

Make sure your Supervisor is at the site when the builders first make mortar
or plaster, so he can check they are making good mixes.

REINFORCING MATERIAL

Reinforcing bars and mesh are used in the walls, slab and lintels to give
them added strength.
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The reinforcement is made of metal and comes in different sizes and shapes.
There are 3 main types

I
I
1
I
I
I
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I
I

CONFORCE::
This is also known as BRC mesh
It is like a wire mat and is used in the floor slab

BRICKFORCE:
This is similar to conforce, but is much finer and
narrower Brickforce is used in walls.

REBAR:
This is usually simple metal rods. Rebar is used
in lintels
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It is important that the reinforcing material is free of loose rust before use.

The reinforcing must be completely embedded in the concrete or mortar
where it is used.

Reinforced concrete must be well compacted to get rid of all air pockets. If
this is not done, the reinforcing will rust over time and the structure will
weaken.

• coarse sand makes a stronger bond than fine sand

• test your sand to make sure it is good q,uality

• well graded sand and stone makes the strongest mix

• always measure ctuantities accurately

• make sure the materials are properly mixed

• NEVER use too much water in the mix

• keep concrete and plaster damp while they cure

KEY POINTS

• never use lumpy cement
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Ventilated
Improved
Pit Latrines
Siting the VIP latrine

Constructing the VIP latrine

Alternative designs

/\
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INTRODUCTION

The Ventilated Improved Pit Latrine, or VIP latrine, is probably the simplest
structure that you will be building Consider building some of these as your
first target. so that:

-It coulc~~1emonstrateseveral ~mport~nt~‘uik~ingtechniques.

-You couI~~practice following plans.

-You get pr~cticeIn orga~iisirigl~our.

-You find out how goo~1your local materials are.

-You coulc~ see how gooc~your Supervisor is.

-You flnc~ out how good ~jourskilled labour is.

You can then use the lessons you have learnt when constructing other.
larger buildings.

HOW AVIP WORKS

The VIP is designed to do 2 things:

(1) Not smell.

-The ~un warms up the vent pipe and so the a~rinsi~cthe vent pipe
gets hotter.

-This causes the air insk~ethe pipe to rise up a~i~out through the
top of the pipe. ~ecause the vent pipe goes into the pit. fresh air is
sucked down the sc~uathole.

-This keeps the air fresh, inside ~nc1outside the VlF~

(2) Trap flies which would spread disease

-FUcs are attr~ctcc~c~ownthe sc1u~thole by the smells.

-When the flies w~iitt.o leave the p~tthey fly towards the light.
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-Since the insk~eof the VIP shouLl
E~ec~ark,the only Iigh~the flies in
the pit can see is up the vent pipe.
The flies fl~iup the vent pipe. are
trappec~[,y the mesh at the top
~ric~die.

-This stops the flies spreac~ing
cHsease an~keeps the inskle of the
VIP free of flies.

To make all this happen it is important
to follow the designs carefully

REASON

the flies will see the light through
the squat hole and come out this
way.

black absorbs more heat, so the
pipe will get hotter and cause the
bad air to rise

the pipe gets as hot as possible

the air moves through the VIP
correctly.

ygt~JT PIPE TA~cE5
~4.D S~IELL? A~%IP~f

ACTION

Do not put windows in the VTf~or

Paint the vent pipe black, because

Position the vent pipe on the
sunny side of the VU~so that1 Put the door facing the prevailing

winds, so that

I
I
I
I
1

THE PIT

The pit should be large enough to last a long time before filling up. If it is
made according to the plans it should last a family up to 15 years At a
public building, such as a school or health centre, a VIP should last 5-6 years,
although it depends how many people are using it.

I
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HOW TO BUILD A VIP LATRINE I
VIP’s are simpi~estructures, but there is still a lot of detail to follow if they are I
to work correctly.

Follow each step carefully

(1) Siting theV~P I
-Avok~sites with very sandy soil if possiHe, L’ecause the pit is more
likely to coIL~pse.

-IheVIFmustL’eat I
least 15 metres ~ut
Ic~ealIy100 metres
from ~ny well. ~uik~
the VIP ~~1owrihUI
from the well to 1
re~1ucethe chances
of polluting the
water.

-The b’ottom of the I
pit shou~1b’e ~t
least 2 metres ~ove the water tab~lc.even in the rainy sc~son.

-Site the VIP so that the ventpipe is oil the sutiny sk~eanc~the

door faces the ~irectiori of the ~revaiIingwinds.

I,
I
I
I
I
I
I

VEwr flEE’
ON
SloE

~1 —
—
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(2) Digging the Pit

-dig the pit 0.9 metres w~c~eand at; least 3 metres c~eep.

-ensure the skies ~re vertical aric~will not collapse.

-in unstaE7leso~dig the pit 1.2
metres wide ~nc~line it with E’ricks,
E’uiiD up o~itop of a 50mm deep
ring of concrete. The Iiriiiig must

have holes in it to let lic1ui~ssoak
out of the pit.

The foundation of the VIP has 2 purposes.

-it reinforces the top of the pit, stopping the pit from collapsing,

-It supports the w~IIsof the VIF~

-remove the top soil ai’ove the pit as shown in the plar~s.For a
single compart~rnentVIP the hole shouk~L~ea rect~ngIe,aL~out2.5
metres long, 1.5 metres wide arid 0.3 metres ~ecp.It is iiot central
over the pit.

-fri unst~E7lesoil, make a 100mm c~ecpring oF concrete arounc~the
top of the pit. ~uil~ a circuLar wall on top of this up to ground level.

(3) The Foundation



(5) The Slab

The slab is reinforced concrete and supports the main structure.

-you can either cast the sl~h’in-situ over the pit, or make a
pre-cast sl~~nc~lift it into position.
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-pack the rect~nguI~rhole with
harc~coreor laterite. Compact it well.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-there will ~‘etwo holes in the s~E’,the sq,uat hole aii~the vent
pipe hole. ~Iock the position of these holes. The vent pipe hole can
L~’em&~ewith a short length of pfpe. You can m~kethe shape of
the scl.uat hole with ~ c&amp cement:s~nc1mix (1:10). Leave it to
harden overiiight.
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-metal reinforcing L’ars are rec1.uire~to give the sI~L7strength. The
bars shouk~~‘e10 or 12 mm in e~iameter.Cut ~hereitiforciiig E’~rsto
fit the sl~E’.

-prepare the concrete mix. The mix
shoulc~L’c 1:2:4 an1c~o~uit~edry.

-pour the concrete itito the mouLd
carefully to a depth of 20-30mm.
Make sure It fills all the
corners an~1k’e careful
not to ~1istur~’the
o1~’jectsput in
to make
the holes.

-place the reiriforciiig ~r on the concrete, as shown in the illustra-
tion ~L’ove.The ~‘arsshouk~~e~out 200mm apart;. lie the ~‘ars
together where they cross.

-fill the rest of the mouI~wfth concrete, ni~kiriga slight depression
c~owrito the scj,uat hole.
-compact the concrete using tampers until nioisture comes

through. This gets ri~of all the air L’uI~*le~ fri the concrete.

-smooth an~polish the surface to make it easy to clean

-when the surface is firm, cover the concrete with a s~i~1layer
aE’out 30mm c~eep.Leave ~heconcrete to cure for several ~ L’ut
make sure the surface is kept moist while curing Is taking place.

-ifyou mac~e~ pre-cast sL~17,lift it into position when the concrete
is completely cure~1.
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(6) The Structure

I
-leave the sari~layer on the
slab. It wUl protect the sur-f~ce

while the VIP Is L’cing corn-

pletecl. i
-~‘uik1thewalls of the it I~-
tririe as shown in the plans. I
~uik~wire ties into the walls to

secure the vent pipe.

-the roof sheets are supported
on purliri~ o~kthe purliris with I
termite protection, such as
creosote, h’efore fitting them. I
The roof shouk~slope from front
to L’~ck. i

-plaster ~hewalls aric~whitewash the outsic~1eof the VIF with a lime
~tic~cement mix. ~y ~ 1 part of cemerr~to 9 partsof lime the I
whitewash will last much longer.

(7) The Vent Pipe I
-the vent, pipe shouIc~l’e long enough to ext~eri~ at least 500mm I
a~’ovethe highest part of thc roof.

-metal or asL’estos pipes shouLd have an inside ~ianieter of at
least 100mm. ~rick vent i es shoulc~ b’e 200nirri sctuare ~nc1the

inside should L7e smooth~, pl~sterec1. I
-paint the vent pipe Hack. I
-remove t~heHocks used to make the hoses ~ place the vent pipe

in position. Secure the vc~itpipe to the wall with the wire ties. I
-make sLire the john L7etween the vent pipe and s~1’is well seaIe~, I
to stop flies and L~&~~ir escaping.

I
I
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-fix a fine mesh fl~,iscreen over the top of
the pipe. This is VERY
IMPORTANT. The mesh traps the flies,
preventing them from escapii~ig.Use nylon
mesh if possil7le. since this will riot rust.

-1’re.ak open the sq,uat hole and I7rush the
floor clean.

The VIP is now complete and
readyto use.

1/

—
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I
ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS I

There are several different types of ~‘1P

- siiigle ~ri~ douHe compartmerfls,

- with ar~without c~oors,

- ~ouh’lepits and so ~ U
Ask your Regional Officer about these and decide which is the most suitable
type for your project.

(1) Urban Areas I
Ifyour project is in a densely populated area, or if you are very near a well or
water source, you may have to make a solid pit lining. Some Councils have I
equipment that can pump out the contents of the pit when it becomes full

If your project is in an urban area, have your plans approved by the Council I
(2) Extra Light

The inside of the VIP must be dark and some people, especially children,
may not hke using them. If the standard design is not popular in your area
you can consider putting in a w~ndowor opening, provided you include
one of the following modifications.

(a) Put shutters on the opening. When someone uses the VIP they can I
open the shutter to let in more light They MUST close Ihe shutter when they
leave the VIP or flies will come out of the squat hole

(b) You can have openings without shutters, provided you make a cover
to go over the squat hole. Have a long handle on the cover so it is easy to I
move. The user MUST replace the cover whenever they have finished and
the cover must be a good fit to prevent the flies being attracted by the light.

Remember, if you use either of these methods you must educate the users to
close the shutters or replace the cover when they leave the VIP

(3) Other Changes

You can make other changes to the VIP to suit local preferences For ex-
ample, you can mould small platforms on the slab to stand on Make the
shape of the squat hole to suit yourselves. You can even build the hole up

into a seat, like a flush toilet

I
I
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Choose the design which is most appropriate to your project, but educate
the community about how to use the VIP properly

KEY POINTS

• keep VIP’s as far away from wells as possib’Ie

• make sure the pit Is cJeep aria staHe

• reinforce the sla1~

• do not put wiiiclows in yourVIP

• put the vent pipe on the sunny side of the VIP anc~paint it
Hack

• have the door f.~cirigthe prev~iIirigwinds

• ALWAYS cover the vent pipe with mesh to trap flies
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The Site

Selecting the site

Preparing the site
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I
INTRODUCTION I

If you are in a l3oma, you may have had to get planning permission for your
project. In this case you will already have a plan of where to put your build-
ings. You cannot change this easily.

If you do not have an officially agreed plan, this chapter gives you some
things to consider when deciding exactly where to build.

Take a little bit of time now to decide the best PLACE and DIRECTION for
your buildings. This should make them more pleasant to live and work in.

Make sure the entire community is involved in these decisions. It is
EVERYONE’S project.

Your Supervisor should draw plans of your site and where you intend to
construct new buildings. Make sure these drawings are approved by the
Council before you start construction.

SELEcTING A SITE

Look at the following things:

o~,”see 1. Soil -the soil should be firm Buildings constructed on loose sand or
page 79 clay will require stronger, more expensive foundations (SEE

PAGE 79)

-Avoid very rocky soil, or it will be difficult to dig the I
foundations

I
2. Level -Try to find a level site. It will save work later.

3. Trees -trees provide shade from the sun, shelter from the wind and
their roots stop the soil being washed away in the rains. Try to
site your buildings so that you do not have to cut down any
trees. i

-Site your buildings at least 5
metres away from any tree If it is
closer than this, the roots may
damage your building

I
I
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Trees such as EucalyEtus demand a lot of water Increase the distance to 1 .5
times the height of any water-hungry trees. if you do not do this, the trees
will take water from the soil under your buildings. This can make the
foundation crack.

4. Other Buildings -think about where you site your new buildings
in relation to existing ones. The existing buildings
can shelter the new one from the wind.

Once you have decided where to put your building, you can decide which
direction it should face. Think about the folfowing things:

2. Sun -Do you want morning sun
or afternoon sun? Morning
sun will heat the building
faster in the cold season

1. Wind -If the short sides of the building point in the direction of the
wind, less wind and dust will blow into the building

WI,

DIRECTION



3. Other Buildings -Think about the view from your windows. If
there are other buildings near by, do you want
your house, classroom, etc. to look directly at
them or not.

Of course, it will probably not be possible to satisfy all these considerations
Decide which are the most important to you.

~

CLEARINGTHESITE . I,, .~

Before construction begins the building site must be cleared.
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-Cut down long grass.

-~emoveany large stones.

-If you have to cut down any trees, stump them out completely or
they may cause pro~’Iemsin the future.
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Then make sure everything is ready for the start of building.

Three things are important:

1. WATER:

2. MIXING:

Builders require a constant supply of water at every
stage of building, so make a water pit and keep it full. If
the builders run out ofwater it will delay the building.

The water pit should be at
least 1 metre in diameter~ I
metre deep and have a
small wall around it to stop
dirt, leaves, etc, from
making the water dirty
The pit must not leak

Lay a slab for mixing concrete and mortar on. Make
sure it is kept brushed clean of grass, dirt and leaves
ALL the concrete and mortar must be mixed on this
slab This way the mixes can be made clean and strong.
NEVER let labourers mix on bare ground.

Make the slab at least I .5 metres by 2 metres, so that it is big enough for the
builders to work on
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If your building site is large, make one slab for each construction area This I
will reduce the amount of carrying required

I
3. PATHS: Paths around the site make moving things much easier,

whether carrying things by hand or in wheelbarrows I
I

Make paths between these areas.

- the water pit,
- the mixing slal,,
- where any material is stored,
- each place where F~uildingwill E’e

done.

I
I
I
I

KEY POINTS

• choose a site which has firm soil and is as level as possible

• try to chop down as few trees as possible

• make sure you have made a water pit and mixing slab’ ~EFO~E
building starts

• clear the site and make paths where necessary
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Setting Out

The importance of setting out

How to setyour building out accurately
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SET~1NGOUT . H
Setting out means marking the positions where the foundation trenches for

all the walls of the building will be dug

Everything else will depend on the setting out being accurate

The entire foundation should be set out at one time, rather than over several
days.

IMPORTANT

The Supervisor should do this job personally, with one or 2 assistants.

Always use proper building line. This will not stretch or break easily

PREPARATION

The area to be set out must be completely cleared Grass should be cut
down and any stones or roots removed.

The topsoil should be removed down to a depth of at least 1 50mm, or until
firm, undisturbed soil is reached

PROFILE BOARDS should be made in advance They should be wider than
the foundation trench. Look at the illustration on page 73 to help work out

p g how many will be required
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ACCURACY

The setting out MUST be accurate.

Every corner must be square That means
being at a nght angle (90 degrees).

IMPORTANT

If the corners are not quite square it will cause
problems at every stage in construction

There are a number of ways to ensure the
layout is square One of these is the 3-4-5
method

The supervisor must check and double check every angle and measurement
personally.

THE OUTSIDE WALLS

The front ofyour building is marked out with a length of building line
between 2 pegs. One peg marks one corner of the building
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I
A line is put in from this peg to represent one end of l:he building This line
should be as square to the first as possible. I
Now the 3-4-5 method is used to make this corner exactly square

The 3-4-5 Method:

In a triangle with sides that are exactly 3 metres, 4 metres and 5 metres long, I
the angle between the short sides is exactly 90 degrees

-The people setting out should use a 50 metre tape measure. I
-The man marking the side of the building holds the end of the I
tape.

-The man at the corner peg holds the 3 metre mark at the peg.
This means they are exactly 3 metres apart.

-A third man holds the 7 metre mark of the tape on the line mark-
ing the front of the building. This means the second arid third men I
are exactly 4 metres apart.

-The first man also holds the 12 metre mark of the tape. He ad- I
justs the 2 ends he is holding until they touch and tape is tight.
This means the distance to the third man is exactly 5 metres. I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-The first man marks the exact point where the 2 ends of the tape
meet and puts a peg in. Since the tape has made a ~-4-5 triangle,

a line connecting this peg to the corner is exactly scj,uare to the
front line of the building.

METI.~5
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This is the front and one side of the building.

This procedure is repeated for the other walls.

When all lines are in for the outside walls, the Supervisor must double check
that everything is square.

He does this by measunng the distance from each opposite corner, as
shown in the sketch.

If these 2 distances are
the same, then the
building should be
square.

If these 2 distances are
not the same, the
person setting out the
building has made a
mistake. Do not take
anything for granted.
Check and double
check Correct where necessary.

PR0F!LE BOARDS

The profile boards are firmly fixed about 3
metres outside the lines of the building.
They are used to ensure the accurate
measuring and setting out work which
was done will be preserved.



Other notches are put
in to mark the width of
the wall and width of
the foundation
trenches The trenches
should be about 3
times as wide as the
foundation wall.

A saw notch is put in the
board in line with the main
lines of the building.
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INSIDE WALLS

Plastering, Painting & Finishing 73

Lines are now put in for the inside walls, following the same procedures as
for the outside walls.

Profile boards are also put in to mark the inside walls.

_u u~ _uu~

Ib:
uu
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I
I
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When building on a slope
the trench has to be dug
in level steps

The size of the steps must be as deep as one or two courses of bnck or
block This wilt keep the courses level
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BUILDING oN A SLOPE
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cross - section
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KEY POINTS

• the Supervisor is personally responsible for setting out

• setting out MUST be accurate

• all angles and measurements must be checked and double
checked

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Foundations

Digging the foundation trenches

The footings

The foundation wall

Backfilling
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I
INTRODUCTION I

The foundation is the most important part of any building It must be strong
enough to support the entire weight of the building.

The soil under the surface of your site be firm and solid Soil which contains 1
a lot of loose sand or clay is not strong.

~v’see Ifyou have to build on weak soil, especially black Mopani clay or loose sand, I
page 79 extra work will be required to make the foundations strong. This is explained

on page 79. 1
If this is the first time you have built large buildings on the type of soil in your
area, ASK ADVICE.

Examine existing buildings at the project site If they have serious cracks in
the walls, then it is possible that the soil in your area is not strong and the
building has sunk slightly into the ground This is called SUBSIDENCE.

Make sure your Regional Officer and Buildings Officer are aware of any
cracks. Ask your Supervisor his opinion BEFORE startincj any building work. It
is better to plan ahead, rather than try to correct problems later.

~

The foundations are made up of different parts (look at the two illustrations
on the opposite page) 1

-the FOUNPATION TRENCH

-the FOOTINGS, which is a layer of concrete in the bottom of
the foundation trench. 1
-the FOUNPATION WALL, which are the bricks or blocks
that you lay in the foundation trench. I
-MCKFILL, which is the laterite or hardcore used to fill up I
the foundation trench. The backfill must be well compacted and
treated with ant poison.

I
I
I
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Wall

Trench

Footings

Cross-section through foundation

I

View from above foundation



The building lines should be removed
while digging is going on, to stop them
being broken or getting in the way

My time you need to check that the
digging is accurate, simply put back the
lines between the notches of the profile
boards.

Foundation trenches should always be
dug deep enough to reach firm soil The
minimum depth of the foundation trench
should be 600mm below the original
ground level

The sides of the trenches must be vertical
and the bottom level The corners must
be square

I
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MAKING THE FOUNDATIONS

(1) Digging the Foundation Trenches

When all the lines for the foundation are in, a trail of sand is laid on the
ground to mark where the labourers must dig.

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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Check that the soil at the bottom of the trench is firm. If not, the Supervisor
must ensure that action is taken to reinforce the building Some suggestions
are given below.

Modifications For Weak Soil

-Peepen the trenches until firm soil is reached. If firm soil cannot
be reached, consider the following options:

-Reinforce the footings with conforce.

-Fill almost the entire depth of the trench with concrete.

-Lay a complete reinforced concrete slab about 200mm thick and
construct the entire building off this.

-Put in a ring beam at wall plate lev~I.A ring beam is a strip of
reinforced concrete that goes right round the building.

These modifications are expensive and may not stop the building from
subsiding. It is much better to look for a better site.

If you are in any doubt, SEEK SPECIAliST HELP

(2) Marking the Depth of Footings Concrete and Levelling

Pegs are driven into the bottom of the trench, so that the length of peg
sticking out of the ground is equal to the depth of the footings This should
be about 200mm.

The tops of the pegs must be level
If they are not then the trench is
not level.



The trench must be made level by REMOVING soil, never by adding soil. If
soil is added, the foundation may fail. It may mean digging the trench
slightly deeper, but it will ensure your building remains strong.

(3) The Footings

The footings spread the weight of the walls over a wide area.

The footings should be a 1.2:4 mix You can use MIo~SSCONCRETE, which

has the largest stones in it - up to 6cm across (see page 42)

The concrete is compacted and levelled to the height of the pegs in the
trench, using a straight edge or strike board
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e~7’see
page 30
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~,“see
page 43

The pegs should be removed and the holes filled with concrete.

Leave the concrete to cure until it is strong enough to work on
(see page 4.3)
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~j-see
page 100

(4) Foundation Wall

The foundation wall is built in the centre of the footings.

Properly burnt bricks or SOLID concrete
blocks can be used to make the founda-
tion wall DO NOT use hollow blocks.

If building with burnt bncks, use the strongest bricks in the foundation wall,
because they must support the entire building

Different types of wall should be different thicknesses See page 100 for
details.

The foundation wall must be started at
the corners (see page 103). Put the lines
back over the profile boards and make
sure the corner bncks or blocks are in
exactly the right place.

~“see
page 103

RIG-HT
\dRONG-
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The first 2 courses MUST be absolutely level and plumb (see walls for details). I
If the foundation walls have 4 or more
courses, layers of BRICKFORCE should be
put into the walls every third course
However if the foundation wall is only 4
courses high, the brickforce goes in the
second layer

The top of the foundation wall should
about 1SOmm above ground level

(5) Plastering and Backfilling

The outside of the foundation walls should be plastered and painted with
black bituminot’c naint See PLASTERING for more details

The foundation trenches are then refilled and compacted This is called
BACKFIWNG.

The backfill for trenches INSIDE the
foundation wall must not include soil
or clay. Use a good hardcore or laterite

I
I
I
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(6) Ant Treatment

It is essential that you add poison to the trenches when you backfill.

Read the instructions on the container carefully

Follow the instructions closely.

All poisons are dangerous.

Do not walk on soil treated

with poison.

(7) Veranda Poles and Piers

Ifyou are using metal veranda poles, the labourers should leave a gap in the
foundation wall down to the footings

Once the foundations are complete and
the veranda is laid, the pole is set into the
hole and filled around with concrete.

It is also acceptable to make brick veranda
piers instead of metal poles, but make
sure an ant guard is put in the pier to
stop ants getting to the roof timber (see
Page 101)

ow-see
page 101

--- —
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KEY POINTS

• the foundation MUST ~E STRONG, or your building may
colLapse

• If thereIs any doubt abouthow firm your soil Is SEER
SPECIALIST HELP

• reinforce foundations in weak soil. It Is more expensive, but
necessarj

• NEVER use hollow blocks in foundations

1
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Parts of a floor

a good floor

Layifl~ the slab

me floor screed
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INTRODUCTION

The main parts of a floor are

-the hardcore or laterite fill,

-a layer of plastic, called the damp proof membrane (PPM),

-the base, which is normally a reinforced concrete slab,

-the top layer, which is called the floor screed.

SC REED

3L~~

DPtiP ?ROc,F~ E)1BRP~NE

I
I
I

REINFOP.CEFIE1VT

HP~ROCOR.EOR
LPbTFR.ITE FiLL

Getting the floor right is difficult If it is not done with care your floor will
soon have serious cracks in it, especially large public rooms such as class-
rooms and clinics

This book describes a method that should give a strong, long lasting floor

I
I
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THE FILL

The fill can be hardcore or laterite.

If it is not well made, it will compress under the weight of the floor slab and
your floor will soon have cracks in it

The total depth of the fill must be
at least 1 50mm.

The fill is done in layers,
each layer a maximum
of 100mm thick

Compact each layer
This is easier to
do if each layer
is watered

IMPORTANT

Ensure the top layer is accurately levelled, or it will be difficult to make the
rest of the floor

ANT POISON

You must put ant poison in the fill to protect your building.

Do not walk on material treated with poison.

IMPORTANT

Read and follow the instructions on the packet carefully. All poisons are
dangerous and must be treated with care

a S 6
a -

Q_ D ~ •
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I
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MPU plans include a damp-proof membrane (DPM) which protects your
buildings from moisture rising up through the ground

The DPM is made from sheets of THICK plastic or polythene sheet

Make sure the plastic you buy is thick
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DAMP-PROOF MEMBRANE

and strong

HINT -If thick plastic is not avail-
able, you can use 2 layers of
thinner sheet NEVER use a
singlesheetof thin plastic Ityou
do, it will tear

The plastic sheets
are laid on top of the fill

Have an overlap of at least 300mm
where each of the sheets join,
to stop water getting past

HINT-Brush a thin layer of
sand over the fill This reduces
the chances of sharp stones
tearing the plastic

THE SLAB

Reinforced concrete floor slabs make the strongest floors It is advisable to
use this type of floor if at all possible

There are 2 very important rules when laying concrete floor slabs

- ALWAYS LAY AN ENTIRE FLOOR SECTION AT ONE TIME -

and

- REINFORCE CONCRETE SLABS WITH CONFORCE-

I
I
I
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The advantages of this method is that the
builders are familiar with it and it is possible
that the slab can act as an ant barrier

However it also has several disadvantages

-Even Ifdone carefully, large floor slabs are
very likely to develop large cracks as the

concrete cures.

-Laying large floor slabs reoLuires a lot of
labour, many of whom will be unskilled and
Inexperienced.

-The foundation walls ~nd the fill carry very
different loads. They will settle by different
amounts. If the slab is built over the foun-
dation walls this can cause the slab to
crack near the walls.

-Each section can be easily completed in a manageable time.

The common method of laying slabs in Zambia is to lay a single floor slab
which covers the foundation walls.

This book recommends a better method,
where the walls of the building are built up
BEFORE laying the slab. The slab is then laid
one room at a time.

This method is better because

-The number and size of cracks that will develop are reduced.
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-The walls and fill can settle independently, without causing cracks I
In the slab.

-The walls mean no shuttering I
is reo1,uired around the outside

of the slab.

It is also recommended that the
slab is left until after the roof is
completed. This means:

-The fill will be more compacted

from all the walking that has
been done on it since it was I
laid.

-The roof will protect the slab- from the sun so it will cure
better. I

-There is no risk of the slab being damaged during the rest of the I
building work.

Discuss these advantages and disadvantages with your Supervisor, Foreman
and Buildings Officer and choose the method most suitable for your area

I
IMPORTANT

If you use a method that your labourers are not familiar with they will need a
lot more guidance from the Supervisor.

LAYING THE SLAB

Try to ensure the following stages are followed closely

(1) Prepare the Area to be Concreted

.
- clean the area and the edges of the foundation walls.

- make sure the damp proof membrane (PPM) is laid.

I
I
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(2) If Necessary, Divide Up the Floor Area

It is recommended that the largest slab area that should be laid in one go is:

- 1Dm2 for inside floors

- Sm2 for outside floors.

Large rooms can be divided into smaller sections, called BAYS, using edge

boards

Th 15 BOA9~D IS US~OTO
LEVEL 1KE COIVCP~~TEUP

1-0 ThE WAJ~L

The edge boards must be supported with bricks or blocks, since pegs would
tear the damp proof membrane

If the slab is to be laid in sections, the
corners of each bay must be done as
shown in the illustration. This will ensure
the different sections of floor match up
correctly

The edge boards should be accurately
levelled to the required depth of con-
crete. This should be about I 00mm.
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(3) Conforce

-the slab must be reinforced with conforce.

-prepare support~sfor the conforce to raIse it up about S0rnm off
the ground.

WI,”

i~iG

I

-the conforce is tied to the supports with wire ties.
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(4) Pouring the Slab

-i lUIJI ~ 93

-MPU plans state the slab should be 100 mm thick, 1:2:4 concrete

mix.

-pour the concrete. Make sure it completely surrounds the
conforce.

-compact the concrete well with a tamper.

-level the concrete using the edge boards as guides.

-remove the edge board close to the wall and fill the hole with
concrete.

IMPORTANT
Never stop a concreting process until an entire section is completed. If you

do, the join will probably be faulty and will always be visible.

(5) Curing

-cover the slab with sand and leave it to cure.

-keep the slab damp while curing takes place.

SHRINKAGE AND EXPANSION GAPS
• ~--

If the slab is laid in sections, inside floors will require shrinkage gaps and
outside floors will require expansion gaps.

INSIDE FLOORS:
As the concrete cures it will contract A shrinkage gap is used to allow this
contraction to take place without cracking the concrete

W1’ien one set of bays has hard-
ened, the edge boards are
carefully removed.

The shnnkage gap is made by
placing a piece of paper or
plastic between adjoining bays
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ALTERNATIIVE TO CONCRETE SLABS - BRICK
OR BLOCK PAVING -

If getting stones for concrete is a problem in your area, you can consider
making a block ot ck base instead

(11 Bncks or blocks are laid across the hardcore. They should be pressed
down well and made level.

(2) Fine sand is used to fill
around the bricks or blocks.
The sand should
be well compacted. This is
easier if the sand is slightly
damp.

This method is cheap and
simple, but will not be as
strong as a concrete slab.

If you want to use this method,
make sure the Regional Officer
has approved your decision IN
WRITING before you start.

1
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OUTSIDE I:LOORS:
Outside floors expand in the heat of the sun. Expansion gaps are required to
allow this expansion without the floor cracking.

On outside floors the edge boards should be left in position until all the bays
have been poured.

The boards are then removed and wet sand is poured into the space left.

This allows each bay to expand on its own without cracking

ç;~~Jt~1#P
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THE FLOOR SCREED

~“see You should always lay the floor screed in sections, after the building has

page 91 been roofed, for the same reasons as those given on page 91.

If the screed is laid at the same time as the slab, it can be done using the

same bays

-The floor screed is a thin layer (1:4 cement:sand mix) laid on top
of the slab.

-MPU plans specify that the floor screed layer should be 2S mm
thick.

-Use river sand.

-The floor screed must be compacted

and levelled.

-The screed surface is worked with a
float until moisture comes through. It
is then sprinkled with cement. Use a
tin with holes in the bottom to get an
even cover.

-The cement should be worked into the
screed using the float. If done prop-

erly, this gives the floor a very hard,
smooth finish.

-The surface is finished off with a steel
float

-If the screed was laid in
sections, making a bevel
or angle along the edges
of each bay with the point
of the trowel gives each
section a more attractive
finish.

V
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~v’see -Shrinkage gaps should be left between each section, just as with
page 93 the slab (see page 93).

-The floor must be kept damp while curing takes place.

I

KEY POINTS

• the hardcore or laterite fill must be well compacted

• use THICK plastic sheet for the damp proof membrane

• divide large floor slabs into sections

• reinforced concrete slabs make the strongest floor

• take care to give the floor screed a smooth, hard finish

I
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Ils

Bonding

Ant guards

Building the walls
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INTRODUCTION

Each layer of bricks or blocks in a wall is called a COURSE

These are held together by a mixture of sand and cement called MORTAR
Ma king mortar is descnbed in Chapter 6

When mortar dries it should be almost as hard as the bricks or blocks them-
selves.

-strong bricks with weak

mortar will result in cracks
that go through the mor-
tar and around the bricks.

I
IF 11 I ___

11 Il ____ U
iF Jr Il

‘I

-strong mortar with weak bricks will result in cracks that go
through the middle of bricks.
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Notice that

-there are no vertical
joints in the wall. This
would make a weak
bond.

11[ II II II 11 II (1111111

BONDING

The pattern of bricks in the finished wall is called the BOND Some common

bonds are shown in the illustrations

I. _____

r ‘~ ~j ~ _____I 1~Ii JL1L ILl
I L-J IL 11 iLir IL ~1
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-walls which are 2 bricks

thick should have some
bricks which are laid across
the wall. These give the wall
a lot of extra strength.
bricks that go across the
wall are called HEAPE~.S.

IL IlL JL 11 ___ U 1
[IT LL JIlL 1 JL (lIT Jr iT I

1(1 ILl TT
r (Lit ir ii ii it Lii IL 11 IH

(I JL 1L ii JL I

If the pattern of the bricks that your
bricklayers are laying does not look like
the illustrations, check with your Super-
visor that the methods the bricklayers
are using are acceptable They may be
simply making a different bond, be-
cause there are many different types
that can be used
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LOAD BEARING AND NON-LOAD I
BEARING WALLS

-Load bearing walls support the roof. They must be at least
150mm thick. They can be built by making the wall 2 bricks thick, or
by using ~‘ or 8” concrete blocks.

-Non-load bearing walls separate rooms, but do not support the I
roof. They must be at least 100mm thick. They can be 1 brick thick
or built with 4” concrete blocks.

LAYING THE BRICKS I
Mortar will not stick easily to dry bricks. Therefore the labourers should~ I

-wet the previous course before laying the mortar for the next
one, and I
-wet each brick or block before it is laid.

Mortar dries out quickly when it is spread on the wall, so the bricks
should be laid quickly 1

The mortar must fill the whole width of ~hewall. The
bricklayers make sure this happens by making a hollow I
down the middle of the mortar using the end of the
trowel. This is called the MORTAR BED. When a brick is
placed on the mortar bed and pressed down, the
mortar is forced to the centre of the wall The brick is
then tapped level

I
I
I
1
I
I
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HINT-A good mortar joint
should not be much thicker
than the thickness ofyour Iittie
finger __________

1~.

When building with hollow blocks, the solid face must face up, so that the
bricklayer is not filling the hollows with mortar.

Your building should be protected from ants by an ant guard

The ant guard is put in at slab level. It should go right round the outside of
the building.

The ant guard should be at an angle and have sharp corners, which ants
find difficult to get over

The ant guard can be made in different ways:

--from metal strip. This is probably the best option, although ideally
all joints need to be soldered to keep out ants.

ANT GUARD

MET”. ~f1W WI~ ~

OII~ WW~



Whichever option you use, there must be no holes in the ant guard. Ants
can get through a hole the size of this full stop_

DAMP PROOF COURSE

the mortar bed is placed on top of
the DPC
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I

-you can cast a
concrete ant
guard,

-you can extend
the slab past
the walls.

I
I
1
I
I
I
I

IMPORTANT

I
I

Your building needs to be protected from damp rising
through the walls. This is done by fitting a DAMP
PROOF COURSE (DPC) in the walls, just above
slab level The DPC is laid on bare bricks and

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
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I ~v~seepage 88
Like the Damp Proof Membrane used in the floor (see Page 88) the DPC
must be strong so that it does not tear. For this reason MPU plans specify
3 ply DPC.

THE FIRST COURSES

All walls must be built accurately, but special care must
be taken with the first 2 courses If they are not right,
the rest of the building will also be wrong

The corners must
be built first Each
corner is built up
several courses,
then the walls in
between are built
No more than 4
courses should be
built at a time to
allow the mortar
to harden

The first courses MUST be level and vertical (or plumb).

The Supervisor must check frequently during this crucial

HINT -The lowest bricks in the
building support the greatest
weight ~4Jwaysuse the best
bricks in the lowest sections of
the wall

stage

CORNERS

The accuracy of the walls depends on the corners



BRICKFORCE

Brickforce will give your walls
a lot of extra strength (see
Page 46) Make sure a layer
of brickforce is put in every
600mm up the wails

‘
~

l.i ~
II I Ill i~I III

I]

1
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I
MAIN WALI~S I

Spirit levels or plumb bobs should be used to check that the corners are level
and vertical. I
When the mortar has hardened a l~ttIe,a building line is fixed at each corner
and pulled tight The line is held about 4mm away from the wail by a stick or
peg at each :orner The bricklayers use the line as a guide, keeping the gap
constant by eye. They should not try to build close against the line.

IMPORTANT

Make sure your builders construct all the walls at the same time - not the
outside walls first, then the inside walls Your building will be stronger this
way I

I
e~’see I
page 46

I
1
I
I
1
I
I
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AIR BRICKS

-Air bricks come in pairs, an outside one and an inside one.

-P0 not plan to place air bricks above windows or doors because
there should be concrete lintols in these places.

ROOF TIES

~“see
page 126a

When the walls have reached about I metre from the top, make sure
lengths of strong wire about 4 metres long are built in. These wires will be
used later to tie down the roof (see Page 126)

GABLES

Gables are the pointed walls of the building Extra care should be taken to
make sure the gables are accurate if they support any part of the roof If they
are not accurate, the roofwill be difficult to construct

One method of building the gables accurately is to.

-fix a vertical plank to the middle of the gable walls.

-the top of the plank should be at the height of the

-attach a line over the plank
down to the side walls. bricks
are used to keep the line tight.

-the bricklayers use this line as a
guide to make the gables.
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I
Spaces should be left for the purlins, if necessary. These spaces must be in
the correct place - look at the plan. It is better than breaking the wall after-
wards.

Do not forget the wires to tie down the roof, I metre from the top I
POINTING AND RAKING OUT I

Pointing is tidying up joints to make them neater and more weather proof I
This is important if the wails will NOT be plastered.

If the walls will be plastered, the mortar between bricks or blocks should be I
raked out to about 6mm deep before it sets. This makes a groove which
helps the plaster stick to the wall I
Mortar should be
raked out before it
dries completely

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

KEY POINTS

• a good bricklayer will always produce neat mortar joints of

constant thickness
• always have an ant guard in your building at slab level

• always start walls at corners

• the first 2 courses must be accurate

• use brickforce every 600mm to strengthen the walls

• build wire ties into the walls for fixing down the roof

I
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Frames and
Lintols
Choosing the door and window frames

Fitting door and window frames

Lintols

Burglar bars and grill doors
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METAI~FRAMES OR WOODEN FRAMES?

You have the choice of fitting metal or wooden frames for doors and win-
dows.

Metal frames will last longer, but will cost more Make sure they are well
painted to protect them.

HINT -You do not need to fit
metal door frames to some
doors, such as toilets or internal
doors Treated wooden frames
are perfectlyacceptable and will
save your project many thou-
sands of Kwacha

Wooden frames can be made locally. They should be
much cheaper, but will not last as long as metal ones
unless they are good quality hardwood and well looked
after

Wooden frames are less attractive to thieves.

Make sure wooden window frames are repainted every
few years, or else water will get into them and they will
split and rot.

Normally, door and window
frames are set in place and the
walls built around them The
frames are propped up until they
are firmly fixed into the walls

I
I
I
I
I

WHEN TO FIT DOOR AND WINDOW FRAMES

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I

Door frames will bend as the walls are being built. if
this happens the door will not fit properly. so the door I
frame must be supported by 3 pieces of accurately cut
timber

I
I
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If your project is in an area where theft is a problem the frames could get
stolen before they are fixed into the walls In this case complete the walls
first.

If the frames are fitted later, the right sized gaps must be left in the walls The
gap should be equal to the width of the door frame, plus about 12mm on
either side for fixing it in place

FIXING DOOR AND WINDOW FRAMES
IN PLACE ..~

Most commercial door and window frames
have metal stnps, locally called hoopers, at-
tached. These are bent back and built firmly
into the nearest bnck course

If this is not done, the frame will become loose
in time.

Think about which way the doors are to open.
The frames must be fitted the right way round.

GLASS OR FANcY BLOCK?

You should have already agreed with your Regional Officer whether you are
going to fit glass or fancy block windows. Did you consider the following
points? If not, discuss them with your committee and Regional Officer and
choose the best option for your project.

(1) GLASS

-Most people prefer the look of glass. Glass windows can be
opened for ventilation.

-Glass is easily broken and is often stolen. It is VERY expensive to
replace. If you use glass, you have to be very careful to protect it
and replace it as soon as It gets broken. If you do not do this, very
soon your building will look old and untidy.



-If you are using fancy blocks, MFU designs include a
number of clear plastic sheets for the roof to increase
light.

-If your community is in an area where vandalism is a I
problem, or where the community has not much
money, you are strongly recommended to use fancy
blocks.

I
If you are using decorative or
fancy blocks, the blocks should
be built in as the wall is being
constructed This is easier than
trying to fit the fancy blocks
when the wall is complete

I
I
I
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-Use windows with lots of small glass panes, rather than one large
one. A small pane is cheaper to replace when broken.

-The community MUST be willing to pay for repairing the glass that
will get broken in the future.

(2) FANCY BLOCI(S

-Fancy blocks do not let in as much light as glass. They cannot be
opened to Increase ventilation, nor closed to keep out dust.

-They are very cheap to maintain since they will rarely be broken.

I
I

HINT -If you are putting
clear sheets in the root’,
paint them with a thin layer
of white or pale coloured
paint This allows the light
to get in, but will stop the
room getting too hot

I
I

I
I
I
1
I
I
1
1
I
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WINDOW CILLS
•1

Lb

A window cill must be fitted to each window to drain water away from the
window and walls.

You can use either a pre-cast cill or make your own using bricks on their
edge.

The groove underneath the cast all forces the water to drip off. The groove
can be made by laying a piece of rope or shaped wood in the mould.

LINTOLS

Door and window
openings make the wall weaker,
so a support is needed above
EVERY door and window to
make the wall strong again
These supports are called
UNTOLS (which can also be spelt
UNTEL).

A poor lintol will sag and crack,
because of the weight of the
wall
above it.

roo~.~LNTEL
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The best lintols are made from reinforced concrete There are 2 types~ I
(I) CAST IN-SITU LINTOLS

If the lintol is cast in-situ, it is made in position above the door or window
opening.

The advantage of this method is that it is easier to make the lintols fit the
opening accurately These lintols are also slightly stronger, so you should
consider them for very large windows.

The disadvantage is that it slows down the building work. The builders have
to make the shuttering, pour the concrete and leave it to cure before they
can continue with the courses above the lintol.

(2) PRE-CAST LINTOLS

A pre-cast lintol is one that is cast on the ground and I
_________________ lifted into position These are specified on MPU plans.

HINT -You can pre-cast the
lintols at thesame time as mak- The advantage of this method is that the lintols can be
ing the floor slab, since theyare made and fully cured before they are needed It is a
made from the same concrete simple matter to fit them to your building and there will
mix. be no delays in the building work

MAKING A LINTOL

The best Iintols are cast in a
timber mould. When cast-
ing lintols in-situ the mould
must be well supported on
the wall.

Make the mould slightly
narrower than the wall,
since the mould will expand
a little when the concrete is
added. It the Iintol is wider
than the wall,, it cannot be
plastered

The mould should be at
least 300mm longer than
the opening, so that there
is at least I 50mm of lintol

bearing” on each side

I
1
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The rebar should be about 25mm above the bottom of the box Use bar at
least 10mm in diameter Bend the end of the bar round to form a hook.

r~ __Jr 25mm

A 1 .2.4 concrete mix is used for the lintol The maximum size of stones in the

mix should be 25mm across (see page 42)

IMPORTANT

- make sure that the rebar is in the mould.

The concrete should be added to the
mould and compacted by tapping it
down with a suitable tool. Tapping the
sides of the box also helps compact the
concrete

HINT - If you are making pre-
cast lintols, mark the top of the
lintol It is easy to turn the lintol
round and forget where the
rebar is The rebar MUST be
near the bottom of the lintol

If the lintol is less than 1200mm long, 2 reinforcing bars are enough. If the
opening is wider than this, 3 or 4 reinforcing bars should be used

page 42
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BURGLAR BARS I
If vandalism and theft are a problem in your area:

I
-Fit burglar bars and grill doors to

all offices, ablution blocks or other
rooms with expensive ecj,uipment.

-Consider casting burglar bars I
into window cills and lintols, or
fixing them into the walls as you
build. This is the strongest type of
construction. ~e careful to check
which way the windows open before I
fixing the bars on one side or the
other. I

-Some window frames come with burglar bars attached. Use these, I
or weld bars to your window frames.

-Make sure the burglar bars are welded ~EF0REfitting the glass.
The frame will bend slightly when it is being welded and this can

break the glass.

-Weld the bars to each other for I
added strength.

-Use good quality “moon” type
padlocks on grill doors

-Frotect the locks with metal

cylinders. I
I
I
I
I
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KEY POINTS

• It is best to build door and window frames into the walls as
you are building, unless theft is a problem in your area

• ALL doors and windows must have reinforced concrete lintols
above them

• take time to choose the most appropriate doors and windows
for your project

• if necessary, fit secure burglar bars and grill doors to
combat theft

}
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INTRODUCTION L

The main paris of a roof are shown in the illustration.

I

The top layer of bricks in the wall is covered with a
plank called a WALL PLATE The roof is attached to the
wall plate

Trusses - are used in larger buildings.

Purlins - l:he roof sheets are attached to purlins

Ridge Pieces - give a waterproof cover to the middle of the roof.

Constructing a good roof is not a simple job It requires both skill and great
attention to detail, especially when laying Asbestos Cement ~A’C)sheets.

If you do decide to use A/C sheets, make sure your Supervisor obtains a
copy of the TAP “Instructions ForFixinq’ for the type of sheets you are using
BEFORE you start These instructions are available free from

TAP Building Products Ltd
Chester House
Cairo Road
P0 Box3I522
Lusaka
Telephone 21 1705

PIECE

Tr~us5

RooF
5t4~T

Wall Plate -
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Talk to your Supervisor and be sure that either he or the carpenter is able to
build the roof well. Many roofs have been ruined by poor workmanship.

TIMBER

Every roof contains a lot of timber. It must be chosen and stored with care

(1) Seasoning

ALL fresh timber contains a lot of water. As the timber dries it will shrink. If it
is not stored correctly it will also bend and twist. This is called WARPING.

The drying process is called SEASONING Try to buy well seasoned timber

NEVER use freshly sawn timber

HINT-You should try to buy
timber very early in your project

I It can then be left to dry whileyou are doing other work

(2) Choosing Your limber

Always know what type and sizes of timber you require

Take your Supervisc r carpenter with you when you are buying timber and

ask their advice
You might find more choice of wood at a pit sawyer, but if you go to a
sawmill you will probably get more uniform pieces.

Check the timber carefully
before you buy it.

Look for knots and bad
cracks in the timber All
timber will have some
knots, but reject pieces
that have many- they
make the timber weak.

Check for splits in the
wood that occur because of seasoning

K~JOT5 IN 1P,a.
IT WE~WE9..

Check to see that the wood is free from insect damage or disease
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(3) StorIng Timber

The timber will continue to season after you have brouqht it to the building
site Store it carefully to prevent it warping I

-Clear the area where the timber will be stored. Sprinkle ash
around the area to keep termites away. I

-Place blocks on the ground

to raise the bottom layer of
timber off the ground. Make
sure the blocks are level, or I
they will cause the timber to
twist. I
-build the timber into
stacks. Separate each layer I
of timber to allow air to

circulate. I
-Protect the timber from the sun and rain. Keep the stack covered.

(4) Ant Treatment

Whatever type of roof you are
making, remember to soak ALL
timber with creosote or
carbolineum

I
HINT- Heating the
creosote improves its
penetration into the

wood

I
This is essential or else your roof
will be attacked by termites. I

I
I
I
I
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TYPES OF ROOF COVERING

There are a number of different roof coverings. Use the type which best suits
your project. Ask your Supervisor. Buildings Officer and Regional Officer for
advice. The main types are:

AsbestosCement (A/C) Sheets

A/C sheets are relatively cheap and commonly available, but are easily dam-
aged. If the roads to your project are bad, many sheets can be broken in
transit. Sheets are also easily broken when being fitted, handled or stored

It is VERY difficult to remove A/C sheets without breaking them, so they often
cannot be reused. If one sheet is damaged, several others may be broken
when trying to remove the first one.

Galvanlsed Iron (G.l.) Sheets

These are easier to transport, more difficult to damage and will probably last
longer than NC sheets. They can be removed and re-used.

However G.l. sheets are more expensive than asbestos and are more attrac-
tive to thieves. If theft is a problem in you area, it may be better not to use
them.

G.I. roofs make a room feel hotter than asbestos roofs, so the inside of the
building may become uncomfortably hot if there is not enough ventilation

Tiles

If tiles are being made locally theyshould be cheaper than either G I. or A/C
sheets. However more timber is required in tiled roofs, so the overall costs
have to be carefully calculated.

It takes many more tiles than sheets to roof a building so tiles are less attrac-
tive to thieves, especially if each tile is wired down indMdually

One damaged tile is much easier and cheaper to replace than a damaged or

stolen roof sheet.

If you want to use tiles. MPU can supply the instructions you need

We will concentrate on roof sheets in this book, because they are the most
common.
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fi~~N1NGTHE ROOF I
Roofing sheets come in different sizes You must PLAN your roof in advance,
to decideS

-what len~ithsof roof sheet to buy, I
-how many of each size to buy, I
-the number and spacIng of purlins to suit these sheets.

Use expenenced men to calculate the right combination to suit your roof.

Draw sketches of the roof to help in planning Consider the following things.
(1) Lengths of Sheet

When calculating the lengths of roof sheet required:

-allow an overhang of 300mm at the bottom of the roof.

I
I

-each sheet must overlap the one
below by about 200mm to ensure it is
waterproof in heavy rain.

-the gap between the top of sheets on
each side of the roof should be 50mm
rilaxirnum.

I
-allow for an overlap of at least
1 1/2 corrugations between

sheets, to ensure the joints are
waterproof.

5_c ,i,~~1~~

,,0

(2) Number of Sheets

-allow for an overhang of
100mm at each end of the
building.

Ii COV.R~UCTRcIOM OVER~t)~P
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IMPORTANT

NEVER have an overlap of less than 1 1/2 corrugations between sheets

(3) Number and Spacing of Purlins

The ideal distance between purlins must
be based on the size of the roof and
the sheets you are using

The maximum recommended
spacing between

The top purlins must be close
enough for the ridge piece
to be fixed to it.

CONSTRUcTING THE ROOF

(1) Wall Plate

MPU plans state that wall plates should

be I 00mm x 50mm in size

The wall plate must be securely fastened
to the wall. It is pressed into a mortar
bed.

When the mortar is firm, the wall plate
can be nailed to the mortar to stop it
moving sideways



I
I
1
I

(2) Trusses

iT5..~-. ~L1, ,iL7r AM~’ ~*‘ ~
~a

I
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A good wail plate joint is shown in the sketch

NOTE: The wall plate is normally
fitted by the bncklayerS as the last job in
completing the walls. I

Trusses should be spaced a maximum of 1500mm apart I
Trusses are constructed on the ground and lifted into position There are
many different designs of truss. A good example is shown in the illustration. I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Ti6 A”
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If the truss looks twisted it is a poor truss. It will make the rest of the roof
difficult to construct accurately Trusses must be straight and installed exactly
vertical.

Gum Pole Trusses

If you cannot get good timber for the trusses you can consider making gum

pole trusses, but they must be well made.

A good gum pole truss is shown in the illustration.

ALL CO~4N~cTIoNSSltoULAl

1~E ~OL1ED Poe. STR.ENt~fl.j

LEN&Th OF PZ~PcrE’
Gx WIDTh OFSD’Nr

MPU plans specif~’trusses are made from I 50mm x 50mm timber.

All joints must be strong. Two goodjoints are shown in the illustration.

T0TAL. ~vr~
OF 3oir~rr

Remember, if you want to use gum poles or any other local alternative, you
must have the written permission of your Regional Officer first.



It is recommended
that each purlinjoint
is made over a truss.
A good purlin joint is
shown in the sketch.

Remember, the MAXIMUM spacing
between purlins should be 1100mm.

It is important that the purlins are level
and square to the roof covering. If the
purlins are not quite straight, they can
be adjusted by fitting spacing blocks. If
the roof has been made accurately it
will need fewer spacers.

(4) Buildings Without Trusses

Smaller buildings do not use
trusses

In some buildings the purlins are
supported by the walls If possible,
make the purlin joints rest on
internal walls

126 Project Implementation Manual

(3) Purlins

MPU designs specify 75mm x 50mm
purlins They must rest on their NARROW
edge.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I1.

II
I

1
I
I

N1t 1’JAIL.

I
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I
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Other buildings use rafters, which are
similar to trusses but are easier to make
The rafters and the tie beams are fixed
directly on to the wall plate.

Make sure all roof timbers are securely fixed to prevent wind lifting the roof

Tie timbers down securely using the wire ties built into the walls (see page
104).

When nailing the roof timber to the wall
plate, the nails should go in at an angle
(called skew nailing) to make a strong
connection.

Tie or skew nail purlins to trusses and
rafters at every joint.

HINT -Start by lightly (bang all
trusses, rafters, purlins, etc. in
place to check everything lines
up accurately Fix roof members
permanently onlyafter com~et-
ing this check

Where roof timbers go through holes in
the wall, it is better not to plaster the
timber in tightly The mortar or brickwork
will crack if the timber twists slightly

(5) Roof Connections

e~see
page 104
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(6) Mitring

Mitnng means cutting the corner off something to make it fit Roof
especially NC sheets, should have some of their corners mitred Which
corners are mitred depends on which order the sheet; are laid.

VINI~I4

HEi~~ P L~1
[4J~[&~ 6flL51[4

91A~T
I4E~?E

:1.

14 E ~

CoP..’4EP~TO ~E ~ttTP~EO
CoR.WER~ T0 e~E ~I~T9.ED - Lp~-i’~JC~.~.iG~cr 1’~LEFT

- L~-i~r,~LEFT To Rtc,Rr

(7) Fixing Roof Sheets

Care should be taken to lay roof sheets neatly. Check that edges are straight

and level.

You must fit two washers to each roof sheet.

-a metal one,

-a soft one, made of
felt or rubber, which
stops leaks. The soft
washer should be
slightly smaller than
the metal one.

~rE : ~u. 1W.~*4G1ei
OF T~~L

coMuG,prtoNs r~
L.EM~,

1

MrrAL W~E2

5cFT ~,1,~s)4Eg~
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Proper roofing nails should
always be used. A hole
should be made in the sheets
before dnving in the nail.

If the nail bends and has to
be removed, the hammer 5pNp
should be supported using a
shaped stick bedded in sand,
as shown in the illustration.
This spreads the load on the
sheet and helps stop it being
damaged. Also do this if the
sheets ever have to be re-
moved.

IMPORTANT

Take great care when nailing or cutting roof sheets, especially NC sheets.
They are very easily damaged and you must wear a mask to prevent you
breathing any NC dust.

(8) The Ridge

The ridge of the roof is covered by RIDGE PIECES Make sure there is a good
overlap to the top roof sheets and the ndge pieces are firmly fixed to the top
purlins.

KEY POINTS

• never use freshly sawn timber

• choose the most appropriate roof covering for your project

• plan your roof IN APVANCE
- size of sheets
- number of sheets
- spacing of purlins

• ensure all timbers have good secure joints

• tie all roof timbers down securely
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Good Plastering

I~vpesof paint to use

Glass

Doors
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PLASTERING . I
Plaster can be applied to: I

-outside walls to stop water penetrating to the brickwork,

-inside walls to make them look attractive, easy to paint and easy
to clean. I

Good plaster will have no gaps or cracks and should stick well to the walls

WHENTO PLASTER I
All new buildings will move slightly as they dry out or the foundations settle
This is perfectly normal and you do not usually have to worry. I

However, if walls are plastered as soon
as the building is finished, the plaster
may crack because of this movement

It is better not to plaster until the build- 1
ing has settled This can take several
weeks.

You may not be able to wait this long,
but try to wait as long as possible. Build
other targets ifyou have any and then
come back to finish the plastering.

This will reduce the number of cracks
that appear in your plaster

I
I
I
I
I
I
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APPLICATION oF PLASTER

Two thin coats will last longer than one thick coat. It will take
longer to do this way, but the results are worth it. Discuss it
with your Supervisor.

-Any holes or hollows in the wall should be filled and any projecting
bricks chiselled ofE

-All loose dirt. and dust must be cleaned from the walls.

-The walls should be dampened well
before applying plaster, to stop the
walls absorbing moisture from the
mortar.

-Plastering shouici always start at the
top of the walls and work downwards.

-A board should be laid at the bottom

of the wall, to catch any mortar that
drops. This can be used again, provided
it is still fresh.

External walls
should be plastered
when they are not
in the full sun

Plaster must be
applied evenly and
to the correct thickness.
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I
On outside corners this is done by using I
EDGE BOARDS These are fixed so that they
project past the end of the walls by the
desired thickness of plaster

I
On inside walls, the best plasterers
will:

-apply the plaster, I
-use a straight edge or a long wooden
float called a PAR~Yto flatten any high
spots,

-go over the surface with a wooden float,

-finish off with a metal plasterer’s trowel. This has an edge up to
12” long. A normal trowel is too small.

Another method is to prepare SCREEDS

-A screed is a strip of mortar, carefully applied so that the fin-
ished surface is perfectly vertical.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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-The screed is smoothed by moving a
smooth, flat plank vertically up and down
over it.

-The screeds are used as a guide for the
application of the rest of the plaster.

If two coats of plaster are being used, let the
first coat dry for a few hours then scratch the
surface with nails hammered through a
plank of wood This gives a better surface for
the second coat to stick to

Sprinkle the surface with water before apply-
ing the second coat

JOINTS

Wherever possible, an entire wall should
be plastered in one go

If this is not possible, anyjoints on outside
walls should be made to face down-
wards

A timber guide fixed to the wall will help
make neat joints that face downwards

Plastering should never finish at a corner
The plasterer should continue plastering
at least 1 50mm past the corner.

fD~~~olr4T GOOD T01~ir
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CURING I
Like concrete, plaster has to be left to cure I
Keep the plaster damp for about 1 week after finishing, especially walls that
are in the sun. If you do not do this, the plaster will dry out too quickly and
you will get arge cracks.

I
PAINTING

TYPES OF PAINT

Primer: This is the first coat. It is used to seal the surface I
Undercoat: It is used to give the wall a base colour and

prepare the surface for the top Gloss coat

Gloss: This is an oil based paint It is more expensive than water I
based paint, but the painted surface is easier to clean

PVA This is an emulsion paint, which means it is a water based I
paint. It does not need separate primer or undercoat

HOW MANY COATS?

NEW PAINTING:
Walls being painted for the first time
should have 3 coats I undercoat and

NE’.i pMP.rrIt~sG- REt4A9lLJTP~TtON 2 top coats
~ COP~1~j 2 COAT5

-‘A New wood should be primed before
the other coats

RE-PAINTING: I
- Walls that are being repainted usually

just need 2 coats Undercoat is not I
used unless the existing paint is very
poor or there is to be a change of
colour

I
I
1
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HOW MUCH PAINT

As a rule of thumb.

-for new painting, one S litre tin of paint should cover 3Dm2 of wall

with one coat.

-for repainting, one S litre tin of paint should cover 40m2 of wall
with one coat.

However, this will depend on the surface and the quality of paint being
used Sometimes S litres will cover as little as 20m2

THINNERS

Read and follow the instructions on the tin of paint carefully, because some
modern paints do not need thinning, or even stirring
Ifyour paint needs to be thinned to make it easy to apply, then:

-water based paints can be thinned using water.

-oil based paints need proper
thinners. If you ~nnot buy
thinners, you can use kerosene
although this Is not so good.
NEVER use diesel or petrol.

Many painters will thin the paint too much, which will result in a very poor
finish Paint should be thinned only enough to apply it evenly and smoothly.

Watch closely how much paint the painters are using Theft is common, so
the Super~sormust be vigilant



The bottom 1 5 metres of wall, or any
wall that is likely to be dirtied such as a
kitchen, should be painted with oil based
paint This makes it easy to clean marks
off the walls

Oil based paint should also be used in
bathrooms or showers, since it is more
waterproof than emulsion paint

Paint other areas with emulsion paint

STORING PAINT AND CLEANING BRUSHES

I
Paint should be stored upside down Make sure the lid is
firmly closed

The painter must ALWAYS clean the
brushes as soon as he has finished
using them He should use thinners or
kerosene on brushes that have been
in oil based paint and water to clean
brushes that have been used with
water based paint

13~ ProjectImplementationManual

WHICH JAINTTO USE

I
I
I
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-Measure the size of each window
pane in the frame. Make sure you
measure right into the corners.

-Take S mm off each measurement so the glass is easy to fit. For
example if the frame is 220mm x 160mm, you should ask for a pane
of glass 215mm x 145mm.

Thick glass will not break as easily as thin glass, but it costs more You should

choose between 3mm and 4mm thick glass.

Use 3mm thick glass for fixed windows with panes up to 0 4m x 0.Sm.

Use 3mm thick glass for opening windows with panes up to 0 35m x 0 4m.

Use 4mm thick glass on all panes larger than this

Some glass shops will not charge for cutting if you buy the sheets from
them. ASKI

HINT~When you are shop-
ping for glass, have all your win-
dow pane measurements with
you

~,,, ..:.~

MEASURING THE SIZE OF PANES

THICKNESS OF GLASS
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PUTY

____________ -measure the area of glass
in m2.

-multiply this number by 2.

-this is the number of kilo-

grams (kg) of putty you need.

DOORS

Hardwood doors will last much longer than flush doors Always use hard-
wood doors for:

-external doors,

-internal doors on public buildings,

-where they are cheaper than flush doors.

Buy good quality locks for all external doors

Ensure the carpenters take care when hanging doors Hinges should line up

and the door should be square in the frame, with an even gap
Wood expands when it is wet, so if the door is a tight fit it may stick in the
rains

The carpenters should only use wood screws - NEVER NIAJLS - when fixing
hinges and locks.

I

When buying putty:

~ 300(flF1W

I’

400
/1’

I /
/

=

0.24 Pu’rrr

I
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I
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I
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KEY POINTS

• try not to plaster a newly finished building. Leave it as long
as possible.

• 2 thin coats of plaster are better than 1 thick one

• keep plaster damp as It dries

• do not add too much thinner to paint

• wash all paint brushes immediately after use

• take care when measuring glass

• hardwood doors will last much longer than flush doors
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I



Electrical and
Plumbing
Fitting electrical and plumbing equipment

Solar power
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I
INTRODUCTION I

Electrical and plumbing work is very skilled If your project includes any I
electrical or plumbing work you must seek expert advice from qualified and
experienced people.

SECURITY H I
Electrical and plumbing fittings are VERY expensive arid are very often stolen.
Try to make them as secure as possible.

-Fit STRONG burglar bars and grill gates to all rooms with electri-

cal or plumbing fittings.

-Use strong, good q,uality padlocks on all gates, preferably 2 on I
each. The round “moon” padlock is the strongest. ~uy the best you
can - buying 2 padlocks will be much cheaper t.han replacing stolen I
eo~,uipment.

-Locate outside lights in places that are difficult to reach. Make U
metal covers for them and lock them down.

1
MAINS ELECTRICITY . . I

Electricity cables run
through channels fitted
inside the walls, or some-
times under the floor.
Boxes are fitted behind
light switches and sockets.

Ensure all channels and
boxes are put into the wall
and the cables are fitted
BEFORE plastering. This I
way no work has to be
broken.

I
I
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SOLAR POWER

The main parts of a solar power system are shown in the illustration

The sun shines on the special sheets called SOLAR PANEI..S and these convert
the power from the sun into electricity

Since the sun does not shine at night, solar systems use special batteries to
store the electncity for when it is needed.

The electronic control unit controls the amount of electricity between the
solar panels and the batteries.

The solar system should be installed by the company it is bought from and
they should give you all the instructions you need to operate and maintain
it.

Make sure you understand these instructions and follow them carefully If
you don’t the system will soon break down.

RtII u.)4‘~
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The solar panels are the most important part of the system Discuss the best
place for them with the people installing them Obviously they must be in a
sunny place, but they must also be somewhere where they cannot be
damaged

IMPORTANT

Solar panels are very easily broken Be especially careful with children They
MUST NOT touch or throw stones at the panels If you catch anyone doing
this, punish them immediately and publicly as a warning to others

You should also try to secure the panels and the battenes to make them
difficult to steal They are very expensive.

MAINTENANCE OF SOLAR SYSTEMS

Solar systems require very little maintenance

-wipe the panels clean every 2-3 months,

-clean and secure all electrical connections every S months,

-check the levels in the batteries every week. If it is a sealed bat-
tery, check every S months. Top them up when necessary.

Look after the system properly and it will last many years

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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PLUMBING

If you are installing plumbing, find out AT THE START where pipes will go
and try to leave holes for them. It is better than breaking holes later

If you are putting in a water tank, make sure the sup-
ports are strong. If it is going in the roof of a building,
reinforce the roof and locate the tank over a supporting
wall. If it is an outside tank, make sure the tower is
strong. Build it on a strong base, like the foundation
and floor slab of a house.

Make sure all plans are approved by MPU. Follow them
closely.

Educate users to take care of things like ablution blocks
Toilets and basins are easily damaged Keep everything
clean.

For public use, buy taps which are
operated by pressing a button on
the top Push button taps are
much stronger than normal ones
and cannot be left running to
waste water

Whether you are connecting your system to a main sewage line or installing
a septic tank, have all your plans approved by both the Council and MPU in
writing
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KEY POINTS
• use experienced and o1,ualified people for all electrical and

plumbing work

• make sure all electrical and plumbing eoLuipment is secured

• plan ahead, to avoid breaking finished surfaces

• follow all operating and maintenance instructions for solar
ec%uipment



Drainage

Types of drains

.1
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THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER DRAINAGE

Water is a danger to your building If you do not have good drainage, heaW
rains can wash away the foundation

Put in good drainage to channel water away from your building.

There are 2 main types of drain:

I) 3 BRICK DISH DRAIN

This can be made from 3 bricks laid on a hardcore or laterite base Dry
mortar mix should be brushed into the joints to make it more waterproof
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This is like the 3 brick dish drain, but
made from concrete which means it will
be more expensive.

The supervisor should ensure there is a small slope along the drains, so the
water flows down them.

Make sure the drains take the water well away from your building, wherever
possible into natural ditches or water courses.

Do not allow your drainage to create pools ofwater which can be
unhygienic.

CONCRETE DRAIN

KEY POINTS

• put good drains around all your buildings

• do not allow water to collect in pools
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Rehabilitation

Reasons for rehabilitation

How to cary out rehabilitation
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REASONS FOR REHABILITATION I
Rehabilitation means restoring or repairing something If it is done right, a
rehabilitated building will be as good, or sometimes even better, than a new
one.

There are 3 main reasons to rehabilitate something

Accidental Damage: I
fire, flood, wind, vandals, etc

Poor Construction: I
weak foundations, roofing timbers too thin, steel omi~tedfrom the lintels.
not enough cement in concrete and mortar mixes, etc

Lack of Maintenance:
doors rot due to lack of painting, roofing sheets broken or blown off be-
cause nails were loose, walls collapse because water ‘~rodesthe founda-
tions. roof collapses because of termites eating rafters, sewers burst because
blockages not removed, etc I
Many buildings can be rehabilitated but sometimes it is not worthwhile. The
decision must be made by an expert. I

HOW TO CARRY OUT THE REHABILITATION 1
The techniques involved are basically the same as those required for general I
construction A good rule to follow is:

“if you are no sure, replace iti” I
IMPORTANT I

First make sure any work you are going to carry out is included in your MPU
budget. I
There are 3 things that apply to all rehabilitation workS

-Make sure all structures are well treated with termite poison.

-All loose, broken, rotten masonry and wood should be cut out and
replaced. i
-P0 NOT paint the building until ALL work is completed and AFTER

a thorough inspection. I

I
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STRUCTURAL REHABILITATION

Foundations:

-Seek expert; advice for any work involving the foundations.

-It will probably mean digging out very deep and making a rein-

forced concrete support for the old foundations.

-Major repairs would mean breaking
up the old floor and compacting the
hardcore or laterite fill (adding more
to level it if necessary).

-The new slab is then relald. The new
slab MUST be reinforced with
conforce (~Creinforcing mat).

-If the screed is very badly damaged replace it all. Check the slab
carefully at the same time.

-Minor cracks and hollows can be repaired using “PYA plaster” (see

below).

Walls:

-Cracks in walls may mean the foundation Is weak. Seek expert
advice before starting any work.

-Major repairs means the wall has to be taken down and rebuilt
from foundation level. l7ut brickforce between courses after every
600mm.

Floor Slab:

ô I

Floor Screed:
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-Smaller cracks can be repaired

by removing 2 or 3 bricks on
each side of the crack and
rebuilding.

-Severely :racked plaster can be
hacked offand replaced with
fresh plaster strengthened with
chicken wire

-Small cracks can be repaired by
raking out all loose material and
then filling with ~PVAplaster”

IMPORTANT

Use strong bncks or blocks for repairs, or the problem is likely to recur

Doors and Windows:

-Replace all exterior flush doors with solid hardwood doors.

-Keep any flush doors which are in good condition or repairable and
use them inside other buildings.

-After the carpenter fits the doors, remove them and paint the
bottoms for protection.
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-If you have old mort;ice locks, try to keep them arid get keys if
neccessary.

-Where theft; Is a problem, consider fitting exterior doors so that
they open outwards. This makes them more difficult to break open.

-If necessary, weld burglar bars to window frames ~EFOREfitting

glass. Also clean the frames and apply a priming coat of paint.

Ceilings:

The best method is to:

-strip the ceiling,

-cut off the damaged edges of the good boards, making all the
boards the same size

-re-erect the brandering to fit the new, smaller size of ceiling
boards.

-If only a few boards are sound, replace the lot: brandering, boards
and cover strips.

Sometimes it is possible to make tidy repairs simply by fitting new wider
covers tn ps.

Roof:

-Take care In removing any good roof sheets.

-If the roof is badly damaged it is better to remove it all and

remake the trusses.
-Check the condition of the wall plate. It is advisable to replace it
while the roof has been removed.

-Spend a bit of time planning so that you make the best use of
what sound materials you have. For example, if you have only a few
good roof sheets It may be better to replace them all and use the
few good ones on pit latrines.
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I
REHABILITATION OF SERVICES

Water:

-Check all pipes for corrosion and build-up of scale. Unscrew them
and unblock them with long rods if necessary.

-All tap seats should be recut and new washers fitted

-Make the system better if possible, such as by fitting self-closing
taps.

Electricity:

-Make sure your electrician Uth~~ all the work.

-A ZESCO inspector must test EVERYTHING before it is used.

Sewerage:

This is another area for specialist advice

-Pipes should only be laid in straight lines.

-There must be inspection chambers at EVERY change in direction. I
-Septic tanks must have cross-walls to ensure they work properly. I

Iip.rr~ghi~i4’r~~J4I.L’,

j~TCoM.PA~RTA4~gJT
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Drainage:

-Water must be channelled away from buildings

-Pitches or channels should be dug to stop water running downhill
towards your building.

-Prams should be put around all buildings to stop water from the
roof eroding the soil at the base of the walls.

Access:

-The road to your project is the first thing visitors will experience.
Iry to make it accessible all year.

-Any road is ONLY as good as its drainage, so make sure water
does not lie on its surface.

-Ensure that any culverts are kept clear.

-Slash the vegetation at the sides of the road, but do not remove
it completely as It protects the soil from erosion.

Environment

-It Is YOUR project. so make it attractive by planting flowers and
trees as you would at your own house.

-Po not plant flowerbeds close to the walls of buildings where this
could interfere with any drains.

USEFUL TIPS

Cement “PVA Plaster”

-To repair thin and shallow holes as in screeds, window cills etc.
make a paste the consistency of toothpaste using sand:cement
(1:1) and FVA glue:water (1:1).

-Clean the area to be repaired of all loose material and “paint” it
with a little of the glue/water mixture.
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-After 5 minutes firmly press the mixture into the gap and
smooth the surface.

IMPORTANT I
The paste should be used within 30 minutes 1
“Tarred Cement”

-To make minor repairs on a roof sheet mix cement and tar to-
gether. The tar is sometimes called “Colas”. Ask the Roads Pe-
part;ment for this.

-Use the cenient:tar mix to repair small holes and cracks. I
-If the hole Is more than 4mm wide, cover the hole with a piece of
strong paper or cement bag to support the mixture until it sets.

“Strong Wiiitewash”

-To make whitewash last longer and to make it more water resis-
tant, add one part cement to each nine parts of lime. I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I(EY POINTS

• a properly rehabilitated building can be as good, or even
better, than a new one

• all rehabilitation needs to be assessed by a specialist to
decide if it is worth doing

• only use good materials in rehabilitation, or problems will
only recur.
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Choosing a site

Digging the well

Using the well

S
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INTRODUCTION I
There are 2 types of well - dug wells and boreholes Which type you use
depends on your situation

Dug Wells - used where the water is less than 24 metres below the I
ground. They are cheap to install, easy to maintain and can be dug by the
community. Water is usually drawn by bucket, chain and windlass.

Boreholes - used where water is much further below ground and hand
pumps are used to draw water Borehotes have to be sunk with specialist
equipment. They are much more expensive to install and maintain

1
All wells MUST have a Well Committee to organise maintenance.

This book will only discuss how to construct a dug well. If you are putting in
a borehole it will be done by specialists

SITING

The water in the weH must not be polluted

Ideally the well should be at least I OOm away from any pit latrines, if space
allows

Try to site the well uphill of any latrines, so there is even less chance of
pollution

I
I
1
I
I

I
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DIGGING THE WELL

The main communay contribution will come from digging the well Follow
these rules

-The I7est time to dig the well Is towar~sthe en~of the c~rysea-
son, when the water shoulc~~‘eat its lowest possiE~~Ielevel.

-The well should E~edug at least
200mm larger iti t~iameterthan the
concrete rings you will h’e using.

-NEVER allow one man to c~igalone.
There must always L~esomeone at
the top of the well in C~Seof proE~-
lcms. They must ~grcea system of
signals so the c~igger~nc1the man
~t the top ~Iwaysknow what the
other recluires.

The top oF the p~tmust E’e secure. Tim~’ershutteririg must ~‘e
macic if the soil is loose or sanc~y~

-Make sure that the ropes ~nc~support~susec~to lift the soil are
strong aria secure.

((I.

DI~WILL ~
~4DEL ~TPP~ &IN~

-Ensure the soil is taken at least 4 metres away from the
top of the well to prevent accic~ents.



-Make sure the well is c~ugcx~ctlyvertic~I.Ch~ckit freoLuently.

RING MOULDS

-lc~e~ll~ithe well shoulc~~edug at least 3 met~res
deeper than the cfry seasoii water level in orc~er
t~provide enough water for a commuriit~i.

-The bottom of the well shoulc~have ~ 100mm
La~ierof grave’ on t~opof a 100mm Ia~ierof saric~.
This filters the water coming into the well.

You may be able to buy the rings a’ready made. Ask at the Department of
Water Affairs However if you have to make the nngs yourselves, hire the
nng moulds and follow these steps

-the rings in the top ~ metres of the well must not allow water to
get in. 1h~sprevents pollution of the well. A 1:2:4 concrete mix for
these rings will make the concrete water-tight;.

1S4 FrojectImplementationManual
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- If ~ lot of water comes in while you are c1iggitig, try to L7orrow a
pump from the Pepartmerit of Water Affairs, an NGO or some
other local organis~tior1.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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-Th, ~P~I51 NOT ~JT

p~U~ L1
1

I”.

7-the concrete shoulc~
L’e pourec~arid com-
pacted in layers.

-water should k~eaI7Ie to get through the
lower rings. A concrete mix of 1 part cement
to & parts stone for these rings (rio sand)
ensures they will allow in water.

-leave the concrete it, the mould for ~t least 24 hours

-the top ring aI1c~inner sectiori can then L7e remov&~,i~utc~oriot
remove the ~‘ottorn ring an~1outer section. This will support the
ring.

-now the rest of the moukl c~nL7e remove~1.

-leave the ring to cure for ~t least another 5 says. Keep
the concrete cthmp c~urir1gthis tinie.

-cIe~nthe moulc~sections thoroughly 1’efore casting au-
other ring.

-the rings c~nL’e reiriforcec~k~yadding metal ro~1s.These
~re riot neec1ec~once the rings are in the well, ~ut it makes
them stronger for ~r~nspor~ingaiic~installing them. 10mm
~iameter vertical L’~rsevery 200mm ~rouric~the ring
provi~1essufficient strength.

-leave for another 24 hours



-if you have to transport rings L’y
vehicle, p~acethem upright on
wooc~ensupports anci tie them
c~owriwell.

INSTALLING RINGS

-a tripod anc~1pulley system is re~uire~to install rings in the well.

-make sure the Iiftftig system is strong enough.

-each ring shouIc~fit neatly into the next.
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TRANSPORTING RINGS

-never roll rings along the ground. They will
b’re~k.

-aIwa~slift anc~carry rings from pI~ceto
place.

I
I
I
I

I

I
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-L’ackflll arouri~1each rftig. The rings below
wet season (March) water level shouk~L7e
b’ackflll&~with coarse s~nc~.A layer of

5~.5o~v concrete shou~E’e poured on top of this
to prevent polIute~surface water getting
into the welt. The remairic~eris ~ck19llec~
with earth.

The best and safest method
of installing rings is for the
first ring to be lowered into
the well and the labourer
digs beneath it. The ring
drops as the earth is re-
moved The next ring is
added and the process
repeated. This method stops
the sides collapsing as the
well is dug - an event that is
common and causes serious
injury

IMPORTANT

NEVER dig more than 5 metres without installing either more rings or timber
shuttering to prevent collapse

EA&~
BP~CKFILL

Cop.~SE 9,1.10
BMk FILL

DETA~L5 OF 5~C~VILL



-cast ~ reinforced concrete top
to cover the weU. This should E~e
~‘out l2Snim thick.

-lay a 75mm thick concrete
sIa~for 2 metres around the
well. This is called the AFRON.
It shou~be at a slope with a
c~rairiaround the skies to
carry sp~IIe~water away. The
apron should 17e L~uilton a well
compact~c~1harc~coreI7ase.

I
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DRAINAGE

The top of the wefl must be clean, safe and protected from surface water. I

I
-either E~uiIc~a wall arouti~the top of the
well, or &~an extra concrete ring aL?ove
grounc~level. Plaster the wall. I

I
I
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
I

I
1
I
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-h~vca II~over the well to stop anything falling Iii. Make sure the
Iki Is kept Iocke~1aria only openee~~y a meniE’er of the well commil-
tee.

-make ~ good ~1r~iriIeadiMg at lc~st15 metres away from the well.

-c~ga large, seep pit at the en~1of the drain an~~19fl it with ruL’L’le.
This is c~llec~a SOAKAWAY aric~allows water that. is spilt to e~rain
away gra~u~IIy.

CLEANING THE WELL

The first water that is taken from a dug well will be too dirty to drink The
well must be cleaned before it is used The best way to do this is to empty
the well 3 times before drinking any of the water

Jf the well fills up quickly this may not be possible using buckets Perhaps you
can borrow a pump

There are also chemicals that you can put into the well to make the water
safe to drink. Talk to the Department of Water Affairs about these.
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EDUCATION,

Do not let your well become polluted

-Po riot let people throw anyt~hIngin the well

-~onot wash clothes or chiL~1rennear the well.

-Po riot let people use their own E’uckets to clr-aw water from the

we~I.

-The Well Committee must orgariise “E~ucatioriPays” ari~~talks L~’~
FuHic Health officials to cc~ucatethe community about proper use
of the well.

I

I
I
I

KEY POINTS

• m~kesure wells are protectec~from all sources of pollution

• ensure you have a well committee

• ensure ~Il .-~-‘~ingwork is c~rrie~out SAFELY

• niake sure you ~‘uiIcIa gooc~well apron, c~rainanc~soakaw~y

• have ~ Iicl on the weU ~ric~ keep it lockec~wh~tinot iii use

• &~ucat~ethe commuriit~/to use the well properly
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Parts of a road

Mitre drains

171

Culverts
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INTRODUCTION

Constructing roads and culverts is a very skilled job They can only be cov-
ered in brief detail in this book

You must seek specialised help if your project involves construction or reha-
bilitation of a road

ROADS. H
MPU use a st~indarddesign for roads. Your Regional Officer will discuss it

with you if necessary

A section through the road should look like the sketch

I

The important points to notice are:

(I) The road is not flat It is shaped so that water can run off the road
from the centre to the sides.

(2) There must be a drainage ditch on each side of the road

(3) There is a farerite covering over the section of the road where vehicles
drive This laterite is normally about 1 50mm thick, but may be thicker
if heavy vehicles use the road or the base of the road is not very
strong

All tall vegetaflon should be cleared back for 5 metres on each side of the
road.

/
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MITRE DRAINS

METREDRAINS take water away from the side ditches.

Each mitre drain should be I
metre wide The distance
between them depends on the
slope of the road. The steeper
the road, the more frequent
the drains The frequency must
be decided by a qualified
engineer.

The mitre drains turn off the
side ditches at an angle of 30
degrees. The mitre drains
should slope gently down,
away from the road

IAJI tall vegetation should be
cleared 2 metres on each side
of the mitre drain

Where roads pass over streams, wet land or an~vherewater is likely to flow,
concrete pipes must be put under the road for the water to pass through.
These pipes are called culverts.

Common pipe sizes are 600mm. 900mm and 1200mm in diameter They
should be laid carefully as in the illustration
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Notice that: I
-the pipes must slope gently ~ownwar~in the direction of the
waterflow,

-thepipes are surrounc~ec~L~yweU corn pactec~I2ackfihl. They can also
L’e set In concrete to give them more strength.

-there is a he&~1w~IIto prevent water getting rouricA the outsic~eof
the pipes,

I
-coiicret.e skirts anc~aprons prevent erosion at I~othenc~sof the
pipe. i

I

KEY POINTS

• a ro~is only as good as its drainage,

• regular maintenance is vital, especi~IIyimmediately after
constr-uctk.~..,

• water must riot E’e aHowec~to lie on the road for any length
of time,

• small rioles ~ric1hollows must L7e f9lIec~o~,uickly.
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AZOFUSEFULTIPS I
AsbestoslCement
is the correct name for “asbestos” roofing sheets, pipes etc
It is made in Zambia I
It will last long provided it is treated carefully
The best way is to saw it with a special saw
But most carpenters make a line of small holes using a small sharp cold
chisel. Then they “snap” it to break along the line of holes

CAUTION - the dust from asbestos/cement can be dangerous I
e g when it is being drilled, sawn, or broken.

HINT: YOU SHOULD WEAR A MA11( to avoid breathing I
asbestos dust

- TAF’, the manufacturers alA/C products, offer advice
on how to use them When you are buying NC sheets, ask or send for a
free booklet of instructions The address is. I

TAP Building Products Ltd
Chester House
Cairo Road
LusakaPOBox3I522 Tel: 01 211705

Builder’s Line
is a very valuable ~‘tool”.
It is worth its money When pulled tight, it does not “sag”
It is useful for checking anything which should be straight, e g walls, pur-
tins, trusses, edges etc I
Ceilings
help to keep out heat, sound. dust, animals I
Plan a ceiling carefully
Calculate the position of the brandering.
Start from the centre and work towards the walls.
Avoid having small pieces at the edges

Doors I
should be made of hardwood.
Select the type of door depending on the location, e q Panel doors for the
main entrance, ledged and braced” for stores and toilets etc
When fitting a door, leave a gap of 2-3mm all the way round to prevent the
door sticking, especially in the rainy season I

I
I
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After fitting, the door should be removed to be painted on the bottom
Only use screws in door hinges and locks
Never leave naiLs or screws in the timber of a door They will damage tools in
the future.

Entrances
to the project should be wide enough for a vehicle.
Before hea~’trucks deliver materials, check any culverts they must pass over

Files
are useful for sharpening tools and smoothing rough metal
Make sure your supervisor has at least 2.

Glue
Always read the instructions carefully
PVA glue is the most common glue
It is sold as wood glue but can be used on most surfaces except under
permanently wet conditions

HINT : If a wall is very absorbent and difficult to
paint, try sealing it before painting with a
solution of I part PVA glue with 2 parts water.

Hasps
are more durable than many mortice locks
Fix them with screws.

Iron
rusts.
The rust makes the iron swell.
In concrete, the swelling will break it
~AJwaysclean off surface rust with a ~‘wirebrush” before pouring concrete
round it.

HINT If it is in a wall and near the surface, paint
it with oil paint before covering with plaster

Joints
in wood should be tight.
Joints in mortar should be in a straight vertical line

Key
describes the roughening of a surface
e.g sandpapenng oilpaint before applying
another coat. scratching the surface of concrete to help the plaster stick

HINT When making concrete lintols, remove the side
shuttering the day after pouring and scratch
the sides with a sharp nail
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I
Lime
is builders’ lime Agricultural lime (muc:h cheaper) must not be used in
building
It can be added to plaster and mortar, replacing up to a third of the cement
content.
It makes the mix easier to work with
‘~‘QVhitewash”is lime and water

HINT Make whitewash more hardwearing by including a
little (1 0%) cement in the mix

Note lime is usually sold in 25kg bags. not 50kg like cement

BE CAREFUL - lime can burn your body. do not let it splash in your eyes’

Moulds
are specially shaped containers which keep something in shape, usually until
it sets e.g. concrete
The mould could be for a lintol, a well liner or an ornamental block.

HINT Clean the moulds well and lubricate the
insides before filling

Neon Lights
are “tube lights’
They are expensive to buy but cheap to use
They are good for public buildings.

HINT : r~jyextra starters and spare tubes

Oil
Use it for wheelbarrows.sharpening stones,hinges and moulds etc

HINT : Wpe all tools with an oily cloth after work

Priming Coat
is the first coat when painting
It seals and protects the surface.

HINT . Pnme the backs of cover strips and behind
wooden door frames

Quarries
are pits dug to provide rock, sand or laterite

HINT Always make a deep loading bay so that the
workers load the vehicle by shovelling downwards
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Ridges
should be very straight.
Use a builders’ line to check the purlins and make certain that the top purlin
is in the right place

HINT : Buy linials to make a neat finish to the roof

Straight Edge
is used to check levels and that surfaces are flat
It is often used as an extension of the spint level

HINT Select a seasoned and straight piece of
hardwood timber about 2m long x 120mm x 18mm
Make it perfectly straight and use it ONLY for
accurate alignment

Taps
come in many designs
The best and strongest are the self closing spring tyj

Undercoat
is the layer of paint applied before the top or finish coat

HINT If you want a good finish always invest in a good
quality undercoat

Varnish
is an attractive way to seal and protect wood
The first coat should be very thin to help penetration.

Wind
can cause severe damage.
Tie all roofs down securely and do not have big overhangs

HINT: the roof is very vulnerable when the sheets are
being laid - once you start, don’t stop

Xtras
Plan well and allow for contingencies.

Young
people are strong, enthusiastic and willing to learn
Involve them in the community’s project

Zambia
needs your efforts - work for a better future
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AIC sheets

aggregates

apron

backfill

bay

bond

brickforce

building sand

brandering

camber

cast

cast in-situ

ciii

compacting

conforce

culvert

curing

damp proof
course

damp proof
membrane

asbestos cement roofing sheets

the matenals that are mixed with cement to

make concrete and mortar

the area of concrete laid around a well or at the down

stream side of a bridge or culvert

the hardcore or laterite used to refill excavations in

building

a slab is divided into sections called “bays” to avoid
problems associated with pourinq a very large slab

the pattern of bricks laid in a wall

reinforcement used in walls

fine sand (also called pit sand)

wooden supports to which ceiling boards are attached

the angle on a road to improve drainage

making something into a particular shape

casting in place, eg casting a lintol on a wall

the ledge under a window or door to drain water
away

hammering concrete or hardcore to make it stronger

reinforcement used in floor slabs

drainage pipes laid under a road

hardening process of concrete and plaster

laid in walls above slab level to stop damp

plastic sheets laid under a floor slab to stop damp
rising

1&2 FrojectImplementationManual

GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS:

I
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darby

edge boards

emulsion

expansion gaps

fill

float

floor screed

footing

foundation wall

foundation

gables

gloss

grading

hardcore

laterite

levelling

line level

Iintols

load bearing
walls

mass concrete

tool used in plastenng

plankslaid to divide floor slabs into sections (bays)
when pouring concrete

water based paint (also called PVA)

gap between areas ofslab on outside floors

hardcore or laterite base under a floor

flat metal or wooden tool used to smooth concrete and
plaster

thin top layer of a floor

concrete layer at the bottom of the foundation trench

bricks or blocks below slab level

matenal, usually concrete, on top of which
a building is erected

pointed end walls of a building

oil based paint

process of getting rid of the wrong sized material

mixture ofstrong, coarse materials such as stone,
gravel, broken bncks, etc.
strong, ancient. washed out, red coloured soil, corn

monly known as gravel in Zambia

making sure something is exactly horizontal

small spirit level which is hung on a line to check
foundations, slabs etc are horizontal

beams put over door and window
openings, usually reinforced concrete

walls which have to support a considerable weight eg
the roof or an upper floor

concrete which includes large stones (up to 6cm across)
in the mix
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mix

mortar

mould

non-load
bearing walls

parts

pit sand

plaster

plumb

plumb bob

pointing

pie-cast

profile boards

purlins

putty

PVA

rafters

raking out

rebar

reinforced
concrete

ridge

ring beam

the collection of matenals used to make concrete and

mortar

cement and sand mix used to fi) bricks in place

container used to give a special shape to some material
e g concrete ljntol, brick

walls which do not have to support any additional
weight

the term used to describe the quantity of each matenal
in a mix

fine sand (also called buiId~ngsand)

mortar mix used to cover walls

vertical

tool used to check something is vertical

tidying up mortarjoints in brickwork or blockwork

concrete which is cast at some distance from its

intended final position
boards used ~nsetting out a building

supports which roofsheets are fixed to

used to fix window panes into frames

water based paint (also called emulsion)

large roof timbers

removing a little mortar from joints to pro~.idea good
surface for plaster

metal rods used to reinforce concrete

concrete strengthened with metal

top of roof

strip of reinforced concrete laid completely around walls
to give a building more strength

1
I
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coarse sand

wires built into walls and used to fix down roof
timbers

any solid waste matenal e.g. broken blocks,

bncksand stones

strips of accurately laid plaster

drying process for timber

tank used to clean up waste water

process of marking where foundation trenches will be

dug

normal process of a building drying out and/or corn

pressing the soil it is built on

gaps left between sections of slab on indoor floors

sides of a mould

very fine particles in soil - between sand and clay

large area of concrete support for a floor

large pit filled with stones, rubble, etc

special panels used to change sunlight

tool used to check things are horizontal

exactly 90 degrees. or a right angle

firm, undisturbed soil which will support a building and
not change shape whether wet or dry

length of metal or wood, used to check things are
straight

flat length of timber, used to level concrete

when a building collapses due to being built on un-
stable soil

heavy weight, used to compact concrete

river sand

roof ties

rubble

screeds

seasoning

septic tank

setting out

settling

shrinkage gaps

shuttering

silt

slab

soakaway

solar panels

spirit level

square

stablesoil

straight edge

strike board

subsidence

into electricity

and vertical

tampers
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timber

topsoil

trusses

unstable soil

‘h.p.

wall plate

sawn wood

the soil nearest the surface best for plants but not stable
enough for building

‘arge tnangular wooden structures supporting the roof

weak soil, such as clay or very loose sand

Vent~IatedImproved Pit Latrine

timber laid on top of a wall, which the roof timbers are
attached to

bending and twisting of wood as it dries

I

warping
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INDEX

AIR BRICKS 104

ANTGUARD 101

ANTTRE~~TMENT
Foundation 83
Roor 87
Timber 120

ASBESTOS SHEETS seeroof

BACKFILL
General
Foundation

BAYS 91

BLOCKS
For foundation Wall 8 I
Bonds 99
Laying 100 etseq

BONDS 99

BRICKS -

Soil for 20
Moulding 23
Dr~ng 26
Finng 29
Testing 30
For foundation waIl 91
Slabs 68,94
Bonds 99
Laying 100 etseq

BRICKFORCE

General 46
Foundation waIl 82
Main Walls 104

BURGLARBARS J14

CEJUNGS 157
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CEMENT

CHECKLIST

CILLS

COMPACTING
The footings
The backfill
The till
The slab

CONCRETE
MassConcrete
Reinforced Concrete
Pounng and Compacting
Curing

CONFORCE
General
Slab

CORNERS
Foundation wall
General

CULVERT

DAMP PROOF COURSE

80
82
87
93

42
42
43
43

46
92

81, 103
103

172

102

DAMP PROOF MEMBRANE 88

DOORS
General
Rehabilitation

DRI4JNAGE

General
Wells
Roads

DRY MIX

ELECTRICITY
General
Rehabilitation

140
156

l50
168
172

‘44
158

35

6

I I

40

EXPANSIONGAPS 93



FANCYBLOCKS

General
Fitting

FILL

FLOOR
Partsof
Slab
Screed
Inside
Outside
Rehabilitation

FLOOR SCREED
General
Rehabilitation

FOOTINGS
General
Depth
Pouring

FOUNDATION
General
SettingOut
Rehabilitation

FOUNDATION WALL
General
Effect on slab

FOUNDATION TRENCH
Setting Out
Digging

FRAMES
General
Fitting

GABLES

G.I SHEETS

GLASS
General
Thickness

110

HO

87

86
88
95
93
94
155

95
‘55

76
79

80

76
68
‘55

108
109

105

seeroof

109
139
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GLOSS

GRADING

GUM POLE TRUSSES

KILN
Siting
Preparing
Wood for
Firing

UME

UNTOLS

LOAD BEARING WALLS

MITRE DRAiN

MIXES

MIXING
Quantities
Method
Slab

MORTAR
General
For walls
Bed

NON-LOADBEARING
WALLS

21
27
28
29

45,160

I I

34,38
40 etseq
65

44
98
I00

100

PAINTING

PATHS

PARTS

PLANS
General
How to use

PLASTER
General
Application
Curing

I0
13

44
132
136

136

37

125

100

173

34

136

66

38
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PLASTERING
General
Foundation Wall

PLUMBING

POINTING

PROFILE BOARDS
Making
Number of

PURUNS
Planning
Fitting

~uir~

PVA

RAFTERS

RAKING OLT~

REB~R
General
Untols
VIP slab

REHABILITATION

REINFORCING MATERIALS

RIDGE

RING BEAM

RINGS

ROADS

ROOF
General
Covenngs
Planning
Fixing
Rehabilitation

68
73

123

126

140

136

127

106

46
III
54

153

46

123,129

79

164

171 etseq

118
121
122
128
157

132

81

147

107



ROOF SHEETS
Planning
Fixing

ROOF TIES

SAND
Types
Testing

SCREEDS
Floor
Plaster

SECTiONS

SEPTICTANK
New
Rehab~titation

SE1TING OUT

SETITUNG

SHRINKAGE GAPS

SuING
Buildings
VIP’s
Wells

SLAB
Generat
Laying
Brick slabs
For a VIP

SLOPE

Building on

SOAKAWAY

SOLAR POWER

SQUARE

STONES
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122
128

105

35
36

95
134

12

147

158

68

132

93,96

62
52
162

88
88 etseq
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69

145

69 et seq
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SUBSIDENCE

TAM PER

T.AP

THINNERS

TIMBER

TILES

TOOLS

TOPS OIL

TREES

TRUSSES
General
Fitting

UNDERCOAT

UNSTABLE SOIL
Changes to foundaflon
Changes to VIP
Siting

VERANDA POLES

VIP
How it works
How to build

WALLS
Setting Out
General
Rehabilitation

WALL PLATE
General
Fiwng

WATER
In concrete
In Mortar
Pit

76

43

H8

137

119

121

16

68

62

118

124 etseq

136

118
123

41 etseq
45
65
147

76,79
58
62

83

50
52

69 et seq
97 etseq
155
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General

WETMIX

WHEELBARROWS

3-4-5 METHOD

161

41

39

70
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